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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

Research on Human Resource Management for Telework Informatization under the Background of Epidemic Prevention
Jingting Lai*, Yangbin Wu

Nanning College for Vocational Technology, Nanning 530008, China. E-mail: jingtinglai@gmail.com
Abstract: The Corona Virus Disease in 2019 will have a serious impact on the normal operation of various industries.
Under the environment of resuming work and production and ensuring safety, remote online office has become a core
option for the operation of various industries. At present, remote office has met a lot of troubles, such as information
asymmetry, inefficiency, regulatory difficulties, communication barriers, weakened confidentiality, and so on. This article focuses on exploring the mechanism of human resource management in remote office informatization in the context
of epidemic prevention and control, and proposes distance education innovation for employee training, big data transformation, performance evaluation, and cloud computing. This article also focuses on solving the problems existed in
the remote office. It suggests some useful and innovative human resource management paths. For example, improving
data sharing, network optimization and remote collaborative office and others, all of them offer a good idea which provides human resource decision-making reference for the orderly resumption of work and production in various industries.
Keywords: Epidemic Prevention and Control; Remote Office; Informatization; Human Resource Management

1. Introduction
According to the announcement of the World Health Organization, the Corona Virus Disease has spread to many
countries and regions around the world, and a global public health event has quickly formed. The International Labor
Organization pointed out that the Corona Virus Disease affects 1.6 billion livelihoods worldwide, and more than 436
million companies face business risks. The global spread of the epidemic has had a huge impact on the resumption of
work and production. China, Europe and other parts of the world have set off a wave of remote collaborative office under the premise of preventing and controlling the epidemic.
In China, thanks to the rapid development of e-commerce and logistics networks over the years, during the epidemic, various industries have turned to remote office, using virtual networks, virtual meetings, cloud technology, collaborative office software tools, etc. to achieve big data cloud collaboration. In addition to avoiding crowd focus and
preventing infection, home office also saves human resource management costs. It not only ensures the continuity
of business in various industries during the epidemic, but also makes online office in various industries more agile[1].
However, remote office is convenient. At the same time, it also brings unprecedented challenges. At present, remote
office mainly has prominent problems such as information asymmetry, inefficiency, supervision difficulties, communication barriers, and weakened confidentiality. To a certain extent, this has caused new challenges to human resource
management. Further research is urgently needed to solve the impact of remote working on human resource management.
Copyright © 2021 Jingting Lai et al.
doi: 10.18686/mmf.v5i1.2783
This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
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2. The impact and enlightenment of the Corona Virus Disease on telecommuting
(1) Remote office informatization is imperative. The Corona Virus Disease is still continuing, and remote online
office is an important component of the future plan of enterprises. For companies that urgently need to restore normal
work order, remote collaborative office has become the life-saving straw for them. Due to the huge difference in personnel arrivals, companies are facing complicated employment management and other situations. Many companies are
adjusting their resumption plans, and remote office is the best choice for non-contact office resumption during the epidemic. According to data, many companies across the country chose to allow employees to work remotely from home,
and the scale reached 200 million[2]. Today, when information technology has been deeply integrated into people’s work
and life, remote work is becoming more and more frequent in daily life.

Figure 1. The daily increase trend of remote office users during the epidemic (unit: 10,000 people).

(2) Telecommuting presents new features and advantages. Telecommuting has very high flexibility, reducing the
difficulties that physical distance brings to work, and allowing employees to complete work regardless of location and
time. It reflects flexible labor and reduction cost, and increases the convenience of employees and other highlights. In
the case of different places at the same time, using remote office tools to create the time synchronization and spatial
distance of remote office can ensure that all kinds of meetings and work are carried out at the same time and let employees go to work in time. Except this, it also help make up for the loss of start-up and ensure the efficiency of remote
collaboration. Remote online office is an important guarantee for the normal operation of the enterprise[3]. Remote
online office can optimize the internal process of the organization, increase job refinement through online collaboration,
and improve the organization and operation efficiency of the enterprise. Remote online Office can enable enterprises to
realize virtual team management, and make online data quantifiable, traceable, and real-time management. Video conferencing is one of the most important functions of remote office, which can improve the efficiency of remote communication and virtual management. On the basis of referring to the company’s management process and system, with the
help of remoting, corporate managers can re-improve the company’s organizational capabilities and the online assessment can be changed.
(3) There are prominent challenges and problems faced by remote office, such as information asymmetry, low efficiency, regulatory difficulties, communication barriers, and weakened confidentiality. In this epidemic, many employ2 | Jingting Lai et al.
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ees do not have remote office awareness, and a lot of companies also do not provide remote office hardware support. If
re-mote technology is not in place, it will affect the realization of remote online office. Therefore, companies must
prepare plans for remote office[4]. For remote office work at home, the company must confirm the identity of the
employee to ensure the security of enterprise core servers.

3. Analysis of the domestic status quo of telecommuting under the Corona
Virus Disease
On February 26, 2020, Mob Research Institute released the “Remote Office Industry Insights under the 2020 Epidemic”, which provides important reference value for the future development direction of the remote office industry.
Huawei Cloud Wwlink, Feishu, Graphite, Xiaoyuyi Lian and Di Shu jointly participated in the joint release of this report[5]. The penetration rate of remote office in China is not very high, but it is growing rapidly, and there is still a lot of
room for penetration in the future. Relevant data predicts that in 2020, China’s remote mobile office industry market
will enlarge. The scale will reach about 36.8 billion yuan[6]. By 2024, the Chinese market will reach 60 billion yuan. At
present, China’s remote office development still has a lot of room for development compared with western countries
such as the United States. First, the supporting technology of remote office is becoming more mature. The popularization and development underlying 5G technology and cloud computing have greatly promoted the change of demand-level products in the remote office industry. At the application level, more and more Internet and technology giants are in the remote office market to promote industry’s updates and development.
The short-term epidemic has catalyzed a surge in demand for remote office work. During the resumption of work
after February 2020, more than 400 million users in China used remote office applications, and the number of new users
is still increasing per day, which has already had users with a maximum of 4 million on February 10[7]. To seize market
share as soon as possible, they are all competing to open up remote office resources for free.
Internet giants have moved to the Business-end market, and remote office has become a new point of contention.
At present, DingTalk has the first-mover advantage in various indicators, and currently ranks first on the mobile side;
followed by corporate WeChat. Because there has a large number of Customer-end users of Tencent, so it performs well.
Feishu and WeLink are rising stars[8]. And the scale of daily activity is growing rapidly.
Audio and video conferencing software has harvested a number of white-collar users from first-tier and new
first-tier cities. With a large number of middle-aged senior white-collar users, the platform has grown rapidly; the document collaboration platform has been steadily developing, and it has acquired a group of young users who love technology and the currency circle. During the epidemic, the mainstream remote office platform has launched basic medical-related functions such as health statistics and epidemic prevention guidelines. In the future, remote office companies
will deepen cooperation with hospitals, and inject vitality into the online and intelligent level of the medical industry.
The comprehensive type represented by DingTalk. During the epidemic, its remote office platform has been widely used
in the online education industry. With the end of the epidemic, whether the active retention rate can continue to maintain
a high level remains to be further tested by the market, but remote technology service companies will actually benefit
from it. After the “window period” brought by the epidemic, user’s demand has fallen, and there is a risk of user loss.
But in the long run, with the rise of individual value, changes in employment relationships, and enhanced cross-regional
cooperation, remote office will become a trend in the future.

4. The impact of remote office informatization on human resource management
More than 80% of the interviewees believe that the biggest challenge at the moment is how to ensure the efficiency
of employees in the remote office mode. More than 50% of the interviewed companies also believe that it has become
a big challenge in achieving positively communicate policies, and easing employee emotions because of the lack of
practical guidance for HR work, and it has difficulty in predicting the focus and adjustment of future work. For many
HRs and enterprises, the remote office model is a fresh attempt. Employees are not in sight. How to control the work
Modern Management Forum
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efficiency of employees is not only a challenge to HR, but also a major test for managers. For HR, the most important
thing is to do a good job of guiding and formulating rules and policies.
(1) The impact on performance management. In addition, we found that in the employee office mode, whether
managers can fully apply the employee’s driving force factors to do a good job in the management and control of the
remote office mode, which also has significant impact on the work efficiency of employees. Through data tracking and
mining, Beizhi Talent Research Institute found that employees who value independent, flexible office and working atmosphere, wherever they work remotely or enter the workplace, the changes in the office environment will not affect
their work efficiency[9]. On the contrary, employees who tend to face customers, interpersonal interaction, and growth
opportunities, they will ask more attention from managers. They can quantify their work tasks, logs, morning and evening meetings and other management mechanisms to improve work efficiency.
(2) The impact on training. After the epidemic, 71% of companies will adjust their internal training methods and
increase online training courses. In addition to recruitment, offline training will also be affected in a certain degree. Because crowds are afraid of infection, at least in the next 2-3 months, companies will no longer be able to organize offline training, and various training plans and arrangements made before the year will be forced to be suspended or
postponed. Under such circumstances, the training work cannot be completely finished. If it is stagnant, companies
must consider adjusting training methods and adding online training courses. It is worth noting that 54% of companies
will introduce emotional management, crisis management, and mental health courses into their training courses.
(3) The impact on recruitment. Companies that have insufficient talent echelon construction in normal times will
face the great risks because the lack of personnel in key positions and the influence on underemployment. On the one
hand, the current level of activity in the entire labor market is somewhat different. Reduction, coupled with limited recruitment forms, many companies and factories cannot recruit people. On the other hand, how to ensure the accuracy of
the selection of candidates in video interviews and how to ensure the safety of new employees and other issues need
to be resolved. Most companies will solve the problem of the accuracy of selection through talent evaluation. First they
should find the right person, and then add the personnel as soon as possible through the entry medical examination such
as nucleic acid testing, or choose to work at home and delay the entry as soon as possible. After research, it was found
that only 22% companies will consider personnel adjustments, including job transfers, layoffs, and increasing outsourcing services. There are also a number of companies that will generate new recruitment needs due to the adjustment of
their business.
More than 90% of the respondents believe that normal human resources work such as recruitment, performance,
employee training and development will be affected by the epidemic. The epidemic has the greatest impact on human
resource management in recruitment, accounting for the highest proportion, nearly 60%, followed by the performance
management, employee training and development, and human resource strategic planning, while it has the least impact
on compensation and benefits and information systems.

5. Human resource management path strategies under remote office during
the epidemic
(1) Actively implement safe rework and establish an emergency support team for rework during the epidemic. No
matter when, no matter any implementation, we must ensure that the organization first. The enterprise shall set up a
special emergency response team, clarify the responsibilities of its members and ensure their implementation. The support team should be led at least HRD (Human Resources Director) or higher Positions, who can unify the coordination
of company resources, formulate systems and response plans, and have administrative power. During the Corona Virus
Disease, the production chain will be split into: safe return to work, safe on-job, and safe outreach. First, safe return to
work. We must first understand the health and mobility of employees. At the same time, according to the return time and
self-isolation time limit, determine the personnel plan that can resume work to provide manpower protection for the
next on-the-job production. Second, safe on the job. There are two levels of safety at work, the company’s work area
and the isolation area. The company concentrates on the work within the company’s safety area, but for employees, the
4|
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public area outside the company is still a polluted area, so the isolation area will be the most important work safety protection area. Third, safe outreach. Visits and outbounds should be both concerned. The company’s visitors should make
detailed records. For business trips, you need to fill in a form to file an application. No matter whether there is a city
with a high epidemic situation in the destination and route of the trip or not, the company can make the approval conditions by itself.
(2) Actively explore training methods under remote office conditions. The first is to improve the professional skills
and quality of employees. Although employees do not work in the office during the epidemic, they still need training
and improvement. Taking into account the particularity of remote office, the time and location should be centralized.
The traditional training method is obviously not applicable. Therefore, companies can use the Internet to effectively
change the remote employee training plan and content, and transform the traditional face-to-face teaching model into a
remote teaching model, so that employees can choose training flexibly and training efficiency. Distance education has
now entered the C2C era and is also an important part of remote office. Using the Internet, remote employees can share
learning materials and exchange experience, which can not only improve the efficiency of employee training, but also
promote communication and cooperation between employees. In order to create a good cultural learning environment
for the company, distance education not only breaks the limitations of the traditional training model, but also enhances
the loyalty of employees to the organization.
(3) Actively change the human resource performance appraisal method under big data. Human resource managers
must have Internet thinking. Managers must learn to use the Internet and change traditional management thinking in
order to effectively manage remote employees. When managing remote employees, they must transform performance
appraisal from traditional time to output. What managers need to pay attention to is not only how long employees
work, but how much work output employees complete and whether their work output can promote the development of
the future enterprise. The use of output thinking is very important in remote office management, and the human resources department should set specific, quantifiable and realistic goals.
(4) Actively use big data management to evaluate remote employees in 360°. Human resources departments should
use big data management in remote office to comprehensively evaluate the working status of remote employees in 360°
to promote production and operation. Big data technology integrates all data and manages. Through data analysis, they
understand the work progress and work status of employees. The performance appraisal results are based on data, output-oriented, and are compatible with the remote employee evaluation system.
(5) Actively improve data sharing methods under cloud computing. The first is to establish a sense of sharing.
There will be various resistances in remote office. Managers must fully realize that the information sharing platform is
the prerequisite for managing remote office. The distance will be the lowest. The human resources department’s big data
management of employee information and the construction of an information sharing platform can stimulate the enthusiasm and creativity of employees. Employees share work progress in real time, making each employee’s work content
public, which is conducive to mutual supervision and the fairness of performance appraisal. The second is to establish
an information sharing platform. The establishment of an information sharing platform can not only improve the work
efficiency of employees, but also enhance employees’ perception of the organization. Huang Zhangshu et al. proposed
that the development and maturity of cloud computing technology are cross-cutting. The sharing of platform data resources has brought many benefits. Its powerful computing power, high storage, and low-cost characteristics make the
sharing of resources more in line with actual needs. At the same time, it pays attention to cloud computing virtual technology for information storage and protects information security by improving encryption technology.
(6) Actively strengthen the self-defending network to optimize remote collaborative office. The first is to establish
a safe and fast network system. Remote office is based on Internet technology. The frustration encountered by many
remote office employees is mainly that they have encountered some network failures. And they have no technical solution, which reduces the efficiency of remote office, and at the same time increases the anxiety about remote office. If
enterprises want to achieve the safe development of remote office, the establishment of a fast and stable network system
is the foundation. The network information department is the enterprise’s key departments must be on duty 24 hours a
day to ensure that the network is unblocked. The second is to establish a remote office firewall. The information deModern Management Forum
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partment must build a security firewall for enterprise remote office to protect the transmission of remote files.
Self-defending network is a new network architecture. It can quickly achieve a consistent security strategy and security
configuration across the entire network, and make dynamic defense possible. Although self-defending network is still
developing, it provides new ideas and means for the development of network security. Qi Zhonghou et al. proposed that
with the help of solid information security system, in the Internet era, companies use the latest Internet technology to
provide remote employees with training, incentives, assessment and sharing platforms to improve the efficiency of remote office and optimize the collaborative office system.

6. Conclusion
The Corona Virus Disease has brought many challenges to corporate human resource management. On the one
hand, we must grasp the prevention and control of the epidemic, and at the same time, we must grasp the business operation and production. Most companies still put the safety of their employees in priority and choose remote office mode.
Remote office can realize unbounded communication, flexible coordination and remote meetings. It is an important
guarantee for the high-speed operation of enterprise organizations under the epidemic. The functions of remote office
can enable employees to work in different places at the same time, and resume work and production more quickly. It
will be an important component of the company’s future plans. Human resource management should adapt to telecommuting in the Internet era. Companies should have big data thinking, and promptly transform the company’s meeting,
recruitment, training, and assessment systems, while paying attention to corporate information security issues to help
resume work during the epidemic. Under the background of the using of remoting office, we should be ready to resume
production at any time.
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Value Analysis of Sports Industry Policy from the Perspective of National Governance
Zhixiong Huang*

Fujian Chuanzheng Communications College, Fujian 350007, China. E-mail:645651928@qq.com
Abstract: Nowadays, along with the concern of health of people, policy of our country’s sports industry is also in constant innovation and improvement. In order to better promote the development of China’s sports industry, since the
founding of the People’s Republic of China, the government has adjusted policies related to the sports industry, and
made innovations and improvements. Standing on the perspective of governance, the government puts forward the more
perfect policy system of sports industry. Countries should stand in the angle of the diversity on the perfection of sports
industry policy, building the coordinated development of industry structure. This paper will focus on the value of sports
industry policy from the perspective of national governance and analyze the relevant content.
Keywords: National Governance; Sports Industry; Policy; Value

1. Introduction
In the relevant reports of our party, it is proposed that the governance system and governance capacity are the core
forces to ensure the development of socialism with Chinese characteristics. For the sports industry, the government also
wants to establish and perfect the corresponding policies, implement the reform and optimization of sports industry, so
as to better play the role of the government’s macro regulation and control for the industry. Only by finding out the
problems existing in the sports industry, optimizing and dealing with these problems in time, can we promote the rapid
development of the sports industry. At present, the management of China’s sports industry is still in the stage of continuous strengthening, which requires more attention to be paid to the sports industry policy, so as to better play the value
of the sports industry policy.

2. The historical process of the relevant policy reform in China’s sports
industry
2.1 From the founding of People’s Republic of China to the stage of reform and opening up
At this stage, the development of sports industry in our country is still at the primary stage. Under the background
of planned economy, the government has also begun to attach great importance to the sports industry. This move
has become the focus of the development of the sports industry. In the government’s management thinking, the management process needs to follow the plan. But this will also cause some impact, that is, the management and regulation
of sports-related resources do not meet the needs of the public. This also shows that it is far from enough to improve the
current situation of China’s sports industry only by improving and perfecting relevant laws and regulations. For example, the Soviet Union once paid too much attention to the development of heavy industry while ignoring the developCopyright © 2021 Zhixiong Huang
doi: 10.18686/mmf.v5i1.2970
This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License
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ment of the tertiary industry, which also led to the desolation of the tertiary industry in the Soviet Union. At this time,
people pay more attention to the political value of the sports industry, but ignore the attributes and economic functions
of the sports industry, which also brings a certain impact on the development of the sports industry.

2.2 From reform and opening up to southbound talks
With the development of reform and opening up, every aspect of China’s market system has been reformed. Correspondingly, sports industry policies are being optimized. In the process of optimization, attention must be paid to the
economic benefits of sports industry, and attention should be paid to the input and use of equipment production. In 1986,
the sports system reform had a preliminary model, which made China’s political cause and sports industry gradually get
a better transition, but also better promote the rapid development of the sports industry[1]. In this stage, the key point of
sports policy reform is to transform the relevant units into profit-oriented ones, and to broaden the types and services of
operation. In addition, it is necessary to continuously attract funds and establish corresponding competition activities.

2.3 The stage of southbound conversation to 2013
After the southbound talk, China’s market economy mechanism has undergone corresponding changes and improvements, and the goal of China’s market economy has been better defined. Gradually, China’s sports industry related
policies and economic levels are becoming more clear. The introduction of more and more policies has greatly promoted the development of the sports industry. With China’s accession to the WTO, in the process of achieving globalization
of the economy, this action has better promoted the development of sports industry policies in the direction of globalization. China has concentrated on the introduction of some policies to promote the innovation of sports industry, so as
to better carry on the economic value of sports industry and promote social harmony and stability.

2.4 From 2013 to now
In 2014, China issued relevant policies, which better realized the goal of the sports industry rising to the national
level, and the state gave better encouragement and support. More and more sports institutions went to the market, giving
full play to the economic value of sports, and sticking to the road of socialist development. China’s sports industry policies are constantly optimized and innovated, which requires the coordinated development of multiple departments.
From the thought of control to the thought of governance, with the intervention of multiple subjects, the influence of
policy has been better played. Governance is both pluralistic and increasingly decentralized.

3. Basic value analysis of sports industry policy from the perspective of national governance
3.1 Value of guidance
One of the most important features of the sports industry is that the government can intervene in it accordingly,
which can better support the development of relevant industries and promote the progress of the industry. In 2012, a
guideline was issued to actively establish the position of the sports industry and give full play to its role in economic
development. And the policy has also formulated the corresponding policy support. From the perspective of domestic
macro-economic control, the rapid development of sports industry not only can realize the spread of social culture, build
a harmonious and stable social environment, but also can improve people’s physical quality, and promote the development of national economy. Looking into the future development of the sports industry, there are very positive aspects,
so the government should provide more support and help for the development of the sports industry, and give full play
to the guiding role.

3.2 The value of integration
Government represents one side of the social and public interests. In the specific operation process of government
policy, Completely different internal environmental factors need to be taken into account. One of the important reasons
to integrate sports industry policy is that it can realize the rapid and sustainable development of sports industry. Only
8 | Zhixiong Huang
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when the sports industry and other industries integrate with each other can the value of each other’s industries be better
played to promote the development of social economy. As far as the current situation is concerned, there is still a lack of
corresponding ideas and opinions, and policy support and guidance are also insufficient, which also leads to the insufficient integration of the sports industry and other industries.
Therefore, in view of the above problems, the following solutions are proposed: First, we should make full use of
the experience of some developed countries and earnestly study their advanced ideas; In addition, the government
should play a leading role, from the integration of the sports industry to the corresponding policy guidance and support,
this cause should be recognized. Then, while the government carries out the corresponding policy optimization of the
sports market, it also needs some sports enterprises to strengthen the leadership and give full play to the role of supporting the national policy. From the perspective of policy, only by guiding the coordinated development and integration
of sports industry and other industries can the rapid development of sports industry be realized[2].

3.3 The value of feedback
With the continuous improvement of people’s quality of life in modern times, in the context of diversified development, an important value of sports industry policy is performance feedback. The establishment and consummation of
the corresponding mechanism can better realize the industrial integration. The establishment and consummation of the
corresponding mechanism can better realize the industrial integration. At the same time, it will attract more individuals
and organizations to join. Whether a policy can be promulgated smoothly depends not only on the needs of the policy
object, but more importantly, on the requirements of the enterprise group. At the same time, by continuously expanding
the scale of participation and providing more ways for individuals and groups to participate, the service-oriented sports
industry under the guidance of the government should give full play to its own value, provide more personalized services for the public and meet the needs of the public. In modern times, while people begin to pay more and more attention to physical health, people’s demands on the sports industry are also changing. The increase of new functions in the
sports industry will enable it to better meet the diverse needs of the public and provide more high-quality sports products for the public.

3.4 Normative value
An important value of relevant policy promulgation is reflected in whether it is standardized. It can provide a perfect evaluation standard for people and better regulate the behavior of enterprises. The performance of sports industry
policy regulation can help the government to build a more perfect sports market. The development of sports industry
will drive the transformation of government functions. That is to say, under the strengthened government’s market supervision, the overall planning of the sports industry, and the innovation of the corresponding service mode will create a
good market environment. At the same time, the government should also attach importance to the participation of the
whole people and take people’s health as the national policy development strategy. The sports industry, as an industry
with great potential for future development, all the negative factors hindering the development of the sports industry
should be paid more attention to and cleaned up in time. In addition, the formation of a complete enterprise policy system will give full play to the functions of the government.
With more and more enterprises joining the sports capital market, the sports industry has achieved rapid development in China. The emergence of this phenomenon also makes us better aware that China’s sports enterprises are gradually transforming. Now, people’s enthusiasm for entrepreneurship is getting higher and higher. In this context, the entrepreneurial spirit of the people makes the sports industry give full play to its role and value. In addition, the
transformation and optimization of the sports market and the corresponding adjustment of the sports management
mechanism have made the industry better adapt to the development of China’s society and economy[3]. Therefore, the
government should always adhere to the basic strategy of our country, fully absorb and learn from the successful experience of other countries, and formulate corresponding policies to ensure the vigorous development of the sports industry. We should learn to make use of the social and individual forces to build a good structure of the sports industry. Now
people begin to pay more and more attention to environmental protection, so we can integrate the content of green
Modern Management Forum
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sports into the reform of the sports industry. In the end, the government should put its position in a right place. More
importantly, it should optimize and innovate the system, reduce the intervention in some trivial matters and correctly
understand the functions of the government.

4. Conclusions
In short, the sports industry in China has experienced decades of development. The sports management thought is
also changing. So countries should fully understand their own positions and roles. Only by focusing on the content of
macro-control, perfecting the corresponding system of sports industry and creating effective market, can we give full
play to the value of sports industry policy and promote the development and progress of sports industry.
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Abstract: Based on geographical isolation, dual labor market and other factors, the development of China’s different
regional economy has obvious characteristics of differentiation, which can be embodied in the phenomenon of “different salaries for the same work” and “different workers with the same salary”. In order to further analyze its influence,
this paper analyzes the regional discrimination in the free labor market with the help of the multiple regression analysis
model of regional wage and remuneration in economics, referring to the factors such as region, occupation, expenditure
cost and labor market, and on the basis of studying the influence of labor market discrimination, wage difference and
human resources on labor remuneration.
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1. The research background
1.1 The influence mechanism of regional discrimination on wage difference
Different geographical areas: The industrial characteristics of the eastern, central and western regions are different.
Therefore, in the process of talent introduction, local industrial development needs and planning are emphasized, leading to obvious differences in the level of labor force gathered in the regions. According to the data, the overall wage
difference rate in eastern China is 17.75%, while that in central and western China is as high as 51.13%[1].
Same geographical area: In the same geographical area, according to the different economic development conditions of different regions, it can be mainly divided into urban areas and rural areas. In the process of labor market development, there is a significant dual structure of urban and rural development in all provinces and cities in China. Due
to different development starting points, different resource allocation and different talent reserves, the economic development of each region presents an olive type.

1.2 A review of the relationship between regional discrimination and wage differences
Regional discrimination is prevalent in China’s labor market now. The main reason for this phenomenon is geographical isolation, which leads to the difference of wage compensation. Wang Gewei (2004) found that in 90s, with the
help of improved immigration network and perfect registered residence system, the number of rural migrants to city
increased by 35% in the 10 years, and the income gap between urban and rural areas expanded by about 10% in China
in the 10 years. Deng Quheng (2007) studied the CHIP of the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences in 2002, finding that
60% of the income gap between urban and rural residents is due to regional discrimination, which cannot be explained
by the theory of labor human capital difference[2]. Han Yiqiao (2019) found that in the eastern urban labor market, the
Copyright © 2021 Ziming Zhou et al.
doi: 10.18686/mmf.v5i1.3164
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wage difference between urban and rural labor (67.15%) is higher than that between professional posts (32.85%).Wang
Mingming (2019) found that wage differentials decomposition method Oaxaca-Blinder decomposes 50.87% of wage
differentials from registered residence discrimination registered residence discrimination.

2. The development of Regional Wage remuneration in the free labor market
2.1 Income and expenditure of residents
2.1.1 Income and expenditure of urban and rural residents
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Figure 1. Comparison of per capita disposable income of urban and rural residents in 2013-2019.
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Figure 2. People’s annual disposable income and people’s consumption expenditure in 2013-2019.

Referring to the per capita disposable income and consumption expenditure of urban and rural residents from 2013
to 2019, the overall economic income and consumption of residents show a stable growth trend. However, the overall
level of cities and towns is always higher than the national per capita economic income and consumption indicators
under the same conditions, and the overall level of rural areas is always lower than the national per capita economic
income and consumption indicators under the same conditions.

2.1.2 The situation and income of eastern and mid-western residents in China
When comparing the income gap between urban and rural residents in 19 years, after deducting the price factor, the
growth rate of rural per capita disposable income was 6.2%, which is higher than that of the national and urban per cap12 | Ziming Zhou et al.
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ita disposable income growth rate of 5.8% and 5.0% under the same conditions.

Figure 3. Main indicators of per capita income and expenditure of Zhejiang Residents in 2019.
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Figure 4. Per capita living consumption expenditure of Shaanxi residents in 2019.

3. Research methods and data models
3.1 Data and variables
3.1.1 Data
The data used in this paper are the survey data of the National Bureau of statistics of China and the statistical bureaus of various provinces and cities from 2013 to 2019.

3.1.2 Variable selection
Region: We divide regions according to different geographical regions, including the eastern, central and western
regions; according to the different economic development conditions of the same region, including towns and villages.
Occupation: We mainly study the difference of wage income between different occupations and the wage levels of
the same occupation in different regions, dividing them into the first industry, the second industry and the third industry.
Expenditure cost: We mainly analyze the level of enterprise and individual expenditure cost, and then study the
correlation between it and income.
Dual labor market: The labor market is mainly divided into two major sectors: the main sector and the secondary
sector.

3.1.3 Empirical model
In this paper, the correlation coefficient of the equation model is set by combining the factors of region, occupation,
expenditure cost and dual labor market.
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y=β0+β1×region+β2×career+β3×cost+β4×market1+β5×market2+λ
In the above formula, y is the wage remuneration of workers. The reference value can be annual income, monthly
income or daily income. In practical application, this paper selects the per capita annual disposable income. Specifically,
region stands for region, career for occupation, cost for expenditure, market 1 for major sectors of dual labor market,
and market 2 for major sectors of dual labor market[3].

3.2 Statistical analysis of regional employment and regional wage remuneration
3.2.1 Analysis of regional factors
The following is analysis of the per capita annual income gap between urban and rural labor force. Through the
analysis of the data from 2013 to 2019, the income gap between urban and rural areas is obvious. The annual income
gap per capita has expanded from 16,648 yuan in 2013 to 26,338 yuan in 2019, but the multiple differences have narrowed from 3.10 times in 2013 to 2.64 times in 2019. Moreover, with the passage of time, the per capita disposable income of the two groups increased steadily every year. At the same time, the annual per capita disposable income growth
rate in rural areas has gradually exceeded that in urban areas under the same conditions.
Through the analysis of the data from 2013 to 2019, the income gap between the east, the middle and the west is
very obvious. From the perspective of “Eastern vs. Central” and “Eastern vs. Western”, the per capita annual income
gap has expanded from 9,718 yuan and 12,320 yuan in 2013 to 16,024.9 yuan and 18,981.5 yuan in 2019; however, the
multiple difference is reduced from 1.62 times and 1.94 times in 2013 to 1.61 times and 1.83 times in 2019[4]. Moreover,
over time, the per capita disposable income in the three regions has achieved steady annual growth. At the same time,
the annual growth rate of per capita disposable income in central China has gradually exceeded that in the eastern and
western regions.

3.2.2 Analysis of industrial factors
In the analysis results of the correlation between different industries and annual disposable income from 2013 to
2019, it is found in Pearson correlation that the impact of the primary industry, the secondary industry and the tertiary
industry on the per capita annual disposable income is 99.4%, 98.3% and 99.8%, respectively, which has obvious explicit correlation.
Table 1. Correlation analysis of different industries on per capita disposable income
Relevance

Annual disposa-

Pearson correlation

ble income per

SIG. (double tail)

person

Number of cases

Annual disposable

National GDP / 100

Primary indus-

Secondary indus-

income per person

million yuan

try / 100 million

try / 100 million

yuan

yuan

.997**

.994**

.983**

.000

.000

.000

7

7

7

1

7

3.2.3 Cost factor analysis
The average annual consumption expenditure of domestic people increased from 13,220.42 yuan in 2013 to
21,558.85 yuan in 2019, with a year-on-year increase of 63.1%; at the same time, the annual disposable income per capita increased by 67.8%.
Table 2. Correlation analysis of consumption expenditure and per capita disposable income
Correlation a

particular year

Annual disposable income per person

Per capita annual consumption expenditure

Pearson correlation

.998

.998

SIG. (double tail)

.000

.000

a. Column n = 7
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The development of economy and society drives the increase of per capita disposable income, and then promotes
people’s corresponding consumption expenditure. On the other hand, by observing the increase or decrease of per capita
consumption expenditure, we can infer the amount of people’s disposable income[5].

3.2.4 Analysis of labor market factors
Through the analysis of the correlation between the annual disposable income of residents in different provinces
and cities and the impact of the dual labor market from 2013 to 2019, it is found that the correlation between the two is
greater than 60%, showing an obvious dominant correlation. At the same time, this paper also makes a variance analysis
table, variable exclusion table, and comprehensively analyzes and quantifies the data.
Table 3. Correlation between annual disposable income and the impact of dual labor market in different provinces and cities
from 2013 to 2019

Pearson

Dual degree of labor

correlation

market influence

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

Time:

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

.662

.661

.658

.651

.658

.640

.635

Table 4. Annual disposable income and dual labor market influence variable exclusion of provinces and cities from 2013 to
2019
Excluded variable a
Model

Enter beta

t

Significance

Partial cor-

Collinear statistics

relation

Tolerance

Lively

Minimum
tolerance

Time: 2014

.301 b

.425

.674

.079

.039

25.967

.039

Time: 2015

-5.719 b

-1.123

.271

-.204

.001

1399.456

.001

Time: 2016

-6.291 b

-2.017

.053

-.351

.002

573.214

.002

Time: 2017

-.261 b

-.161

.873

-.030

.007

136.328

.007

Time: 2018

-3.554 b

-2.098

.045

-.363

.006

170.807

.006

Time: 2019

-2.756 b

-1.990

.056

-.347

.009

112.725

.009

Time: 2014

.203 c

.302

.765

.057

.038

26.100

.005

Time: 2015

8.643 c

.998

.327

.185

.000

4463.312

.000

Time: 2016

-.877 c

-.083

.934

-.016

.000

6385.974

.000

Time: 2017

2.427 c

1.317

.199

.241

.005

207.256

.004

Time: 2019

6.961 c

.625

.537

.117

.000

7234.437

9.122E-5

a. Dependent variable: dual labor market influence degree
b. Prediction variables in the model: (constant), time: 2013
c. Prediction variables in the model: (constant), time: 2013, time: 2018

4 The influence and thinking of the Regional Wage Difference
4.1 Wage discrimination
The most direct manifestation of regional discrimination is the differentiation of wage and price level. By comparing the wage salary treatment of different groups in different regions and referring to the statistical data in 2013-2019,
taking the average annual disposable income of Zhejiang Province in eastern cities as 39,138.38 yuan as an example,
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the average annual disposable income of Hubei Province in the central city is 22,065.61 yuan, and that of Gansu Province in western city is 14,844.81 yuan.
At present, the state has issued standards to guarantee the people’s minimum living standards, but the gap between
the rich and the poor is still prominent and obvious.

4.2 Employment rate difference
Different regions develop different industries and provide different jobs. The resource allocation among the east,
the middle and the west, or between urban and rural areas are not consistent. And the industries developed according to
their own resource advantages have their own advantages. In the analysis of employment data from 2013 to 2019, the
number of urban employment increased from 382.4 million in 2013 to 442.47 million in 2019, with a year-on-year increase of 15.7%; the number of rural employment decreased from 387.37 million in 2013 to 332.24 million in 2019, a
year-on-year decrease of 14.2%[6].
This requires the region to further adjust the industrial structure, reasonably optimize the measures of talent introduction, and adhere to the diversification and multi form recruitment of human resources while developing the advantageous industries.

4.3 Occupational segregation
Due to geographical factors, occupational segregation forces individuals in the same position to receive differential
wage treatment in different regions, which can be summarized as the phenomenon of “different salaries for the same
work”. At the same time, under the same salary level, the job requirements in different regions are also different, which
can be summarized as the phenomenon of “different workers with the same salary”. In the analysis of the industrial residential income data in 2019, taking two different industries of the city as the research object, it is found that the average wage of the employees represented by the state-owned enterprises is 98,899 yuan, while that of the real estate enterprises represented by the private enterprises is 51,393 yuan.
In order to balance the wage differences caused by occupational segregation, it is necessary to further strengthen
the links and coordination between different regions and the same industry, and reduce the differential results caused by
“different salaries for the same worker”.

4.4 Population mobility
Population mobility can be divided into low-end market labor outflow and talent introduction. In the developed
eastern and urban areas, the income return rate of low-end labor force is higher than that of high-end market, and experience and work tolerance are the important reasons for the high return rate. In economically backward areas, the education level of the talents in the economically backward areas is recognized by the market.
According to the data of the National Bureau of statistics, China’s annual population flow in 2015 was 247 million,
a decrease of 6 million compared with 2014; the annual population flow in 2016 was 245 million, decreased by 1.71
million compared with 2015; in 2017, the annual population flow was 244 million, continuing to shrink by about
820000. From 2018 to 2019, the annual population flow also continued to show a downward trend. At the same time, in
the comparison of population mobility data of major cities in China in 2019, with the permanent floating population as
the reference system, Shanghai ranks first with 9.7269 million people, followed by Guangzhou with 9.6733 million
people and Shenzhen with 8.1811 million people.
In the promotion of the market economy, regional population mobility has also brought some benefits. This has realized the free flow and sharing of human resources between different regions. It not only provides various professional
talents for the development of various regions, but also provides sufficient labor supply, which also brings about the
improvement of employment rate.

4.5 Salary structure adjustment
At present, due to the different levels of economic development between the East, the middle and the west, the
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minimum wage standards proposed by different regions are also different. Taking Zhejiang Province as an example, the
four levels of minimum wage standards in Zhejiang Province in 2019 are 2010 yuan per month, 1800 yuan per month,
1660 yuan per month and 1500 yuan per month; in Central China, Henan Province as an example, the three levels of
minimum wage standards in Henan Province in 2019 are 1900 yuan per month, 1700 yuan per month and 1500 yuan per
month; in western Gansu Province, for example, the four levels of minimum wage standards in Gansu Province in 2019
are 1620 yuan per month, 1570 yuan per month, 1520 yuan per month and 1470 yuan per month [7]. It is found that the
gap among the east, the middle and the west is very intuitive, combined with urban and rural, occupation and other factors, the wage gap caused by regional factors is more prominent.
On the premise of fully considering the change trend of salary structure, it is necessary to consider the economic
development level of different regions, balance the proportion of high paid personnel, adjust the salary proportion
of bottom workers, and adjust the overall wage standard and wage return rate.

5. Conclusion
With the rapid development of socialist economy, different regional groups in China have been treated differently
in the labor market[8]. In the eastern, central and western regions of different geographical regions, as well as urban and
rural areas with different levels of economic development, this performance is extremely obvious. In the process of the
study, we combined the factors of occupation, gender, expenditure cost and labor market to further expand the wage gap
of regional discrimination. Finally, it is found that the income gap of more than 50.8% among the eastern, central and
western regions and between urban and rural areas, which is caused by regional discrimination. This also urges the next
development of the market economy, not only to maintain stable and healthy growth, but also to coordinate and promote
the adjustment of salary structure in different regions and improve the level of wage security.
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Abstract: This paper attempts to redesign the organization of a school based on Jay Galbraith’s Star Model framework.
The analysis on challenges that may pose threat to the school’s development in future reveals the imperative of the
school to adopt a “FLIP” strategy to adapt to and survive in the society instead of falling into the pattern of slow death.
To implement the strategy and make it effective, three capabilities are identified as the core competency so as to fulfill
the objectives presented in the strategy. The redesign of the structure of the school is featured by two key new additional
offices (the school committee and the organization development intervention center) which respectively function to
handle multilateral relationships among internal and external members of the school and to provide 360° interventions
to reduce conflicts and inspire learning in the organization. The reward system is designed to facilitate performance
management and joint efforts among all staff members based on the recognition of everyone’s contribution so that people are motivated to well communicate and collaborate with each other for a better working climate of learning and
growing.
Keywords: Star Model; Redesign; Organization Development

1. Introduction
The integration of education and technology has increasingly become a trend of educational reform in China and
will surely play an essential role in future education development. Under such circumstance, it is imperative for universities to rethink, or even resign its structure if necessary to adapt and survive in the external environment. The matrix
structure requires a sophisticated management team that understands how to use the organization as a lever for competitive advantage. But it is not just the president who needs to have strong organizational and interpersonal skills. The matrix structure requires members of all levels to have a fundamental set of competencies to interact across organizational boundaries, participate on teams, and make decisions that take multiple perspectives into account.
Although the school, as an emerging school, has achieved great development, and it will be confronted with challenges that may pose threat to its development in future. The first challenge lies in its internal need for transformational
changes for the sake of a sustainable development. The biggest challenge must come from the fierce competition with
increasing universities for decreasing student sources owing to the decline in school-age population in China. In addition, technological advance in the Information Age gives people more choices in education, and students more easily
access to educational resources and services such as “Massive Online Open Courses (MOOCs)” across the world. Thus,
the integration of education and technology has increasingly become a trend of educational reform in China, and it will
Surely play an essential role in future education development. Under such circumstances, it is imperative that the organization carry out a “FLIP” strategy (see Figure 1) to adapt to and survive in the society. Otherwise it will fall into the
pattern of slow death.
Copyright © 2021 Xiaolong Feng
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Strategy
FLIP: Cultivate language professionals with international minds
and flexible management
• Establish local & foreign linkage

Capabilities

• Manage internal conflicts
• Be flexible in team staffing
• Set at right level

• Open to change
• Communication and collaboration

Star Model
school

People

• Team building and team
skills

(Adapted

• Recognize contributions

•Governance bodies
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Kates
and
Galbraith, 200)

• Joint objectives and performance management
• Lead staff rewards alignment

Structure

•Clear, roles and
responsibilities

• Networks to generate
ideas
•Decentralized decision-making
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by

Processes

• Plan face-to-face time
• 360°Effective IDI/ODI

Figure 1. Star model school - “FLIP” strategy.

2. A Way Out for School Organization
2.1 With Regard to Strategy
According to Kates and Galbraith (2007), strategy “sets the organization’s direction and encompasses the company’s vision and mission, as well as its short-term and long-term goals”[1]. Currently, what the school strives for is to
produce well-educated global citizens through the cultivation of students’ foreign language abilities and the collaboration with local communities and enterprises. However, with the ever-changing social needs and increasing technological
development, the current strategy has met its limits in producing adaptable and practical language professionals with
flexible and international minds. Hence, it is indispensable to flip the current strategic framework and introduce a new
strategy to lead the school into a dynamic learning organization that is more open to change and produces language
professionals with different social needs.
What the new strategy proposes is to cultivate language professionals with international minds through flexible
management of internal conflicts and external collaboration with local communities and enterprises, as well as foreign
universities on course design (especially online courses) and teaching in order to develop the school into a learning organization.
There are three major reasons to explain why the new strategy will serve the school’s mission and vision better
than the current one. Firstly, with the acceleration of globalization and the growing demands for language talents, it is
imperative for the school to keep pace with foreign universities in course design and teaching so that its students will be
equipped with advanced language professionals and international minds to win a competitive advantage after graduation.
Secondly, since language talents nowadays become common, only the ones with language talents and professional
knowledge are favorable to local markets; hence, and only through collaboration with local communities and enterprises
can the school firm its presence and competitive edge in society. Thirdly, based on the collaboration with local communities and foreign universities as well as the introduction of online course design center, it is more likely that there
will be more internal conflicts to handle, which calls for flexible management to balance the conflicts emerging from
different departments.
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2.2 With Regard to Capabilities
Based on the new strategy proposed in the previous section, what the school requires are three respective capabilities to meet the objectives of the new strategy.

2.2.1 To establish linkage with local communities & enterprises as well as foreign universities
It is accepted that what a school produces are students with not only academic knowledge but also practical skills
who are able to meet the changing demands of society. As a private language school, to prepare its students with advanced language capabilities and meet the social needs is what the school needs to place emphasis on. On the one hand,
the school needs to establish wide linkage with local communities and enterprises so that it will have a better sense of
the needs from the local market and have its students be better prepared for the society. On the other hand, as a language
school, it is crucial to stay tuned with foreign universities in course design and teaching especially online courses as
“new technological options are challenging and changing the very nature of teaching as faculty migrate from being deliverers of information to facilitators and mentors. Students are also undergoing a transformation from passive recipients
to participants in an active learning environment” [2]. Only by receiving new teaching approaches, can teachers keep up
with the up-to-date language professions and students be better equipped with the latest academic information. Therefore, the school needs to establish an online course design center to keep pace with the latest teaching approaches and
flip the classroom from teacher-centered to students-centered.

2.2.2 To manage internal conflicts flexibly
There is no denying that there will be internal conflicts with the introduction of new strategy. Hence it is imperative to introduce IDI/ODI (organization development intervention) to manage the complexity of interfaces between departments and divisions as it can not only collect information from all departments and circle back to give feedback, but
also intervene the process of resolution when it is needed so that it can make sure the information flow will be smoothly
functioned and problems will be flexibly solved.

2.2.3 To be flexible in team staffing

Figure 2. Procedure Model.

Based on the collaboration with local communities and enterprises as well as foreign universities, it is obvious to
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note that the school does value the advice on program development given by the local and foreign collaborators as their
suggestions provide an immediate feedback of the social demands academic updates. To prepare students with practical
knowledge and adaptable minds, an online course design center will be established in the school to meet the different
social expectations of students. Hence, the online course design center will be able to flexibly staff teams from different
departments to produce practical and flexible courses, which are more open to social needs. The team members will
include government officers, enterprises consultants and the school teachers. In addition, the center can also integrate
international resources in education, to develop courses and teaching approaches by using advanced technology. When
the purpose of producing variously dynamic courses is well served, the team can be disassembled and team members
go back to where they were and work as usual.
It is believed that the effective application of the three capabilities mentioned above will better serve the school’s
new strategy and helps to carry out work in a more efficient way.

2.3 With Regard to Processes
In order to serve the “FLIP” strategy, it is necessary to “breaking down the silos” during the working processes. In
the school’s working processes, there are four key points should be implemented to facilitate lateral integration.

2.3.1 Networks to Generate Ideas
The design of the organization’s structure above has a significant impact on how well units work together laterally.
The unit of innovation is not the individual genius working alone but rather the network that connects functional departments and product departments within the school, as well as the larger connections that committee maintain to
teachers, students and partners outside the school.

2.3.2 Decentralized Decision-Making
Another innovation of this process is reducing the layers of decision making in the work organization, especially
eliminate the vice presidents. Each Matrix Office is composed of various experts, and the team members monitor the
performance of all members of the group.

Figure 3. Lateral Processes — Jay R. Galbraith.

This places decision-making responsibilities with employees who are closest to the educational affairs. Highly
skilled employees of the school typically have the technical and educational background to make good decisions. Decentralized systems allow for quicker decisions as staff waste little time waiting for approval from President. This also
improves the fluidity of the school as they may be able to take advantage of situations quicker than other universities/competitors.
In addition, student response can also be better in this type of organization structure. As decision makers reside at
lower organizational levels, students can receive feedback and problem resolution quicker. Frequent student interaction
also creates more goodwill between the school and its students. This creates a competitive advantage over competing
universities.

2.3.3 Strategically Plan Face-to-Face Time
Face-to-face communication holds a significant role in working processes. The majority of executives feel
face-to-face communication is essential for business, according to a 2009 Forbes Insights survey of more
than 750 business professionals[3]. In fact, eight out of 10 respondents said they preferred face-to-face meetings over
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technology-enabled meetings.

Source from: Forbes Insights
Figure 4. Scale map.

Face-to-face meetings can build stronger, more meaningful relationships, and allow better social opportunities
to bond among all level employees in the school. Employees of the school indicate that it is also easier to read body
language and facial expressions and interpret nonverbal communication signals. Thus, it is better to have regular
face-to-face meeting time for Matrixed Offices’ staff through the whole project. Meanwhile, Functional Departments
also need face to face meeting with Committee (includes teachers, students, executives, universities, enterprises, government) to make a final decision. In a word, face-to-face communication is best for persuasion, leadership, engagement,
inspiration, decision-making, accountability, candor, focus and reaching a consensus.

2.3.4 360°Efficient and Effective IDI/ODI
The disruptive change in this process is establishing an IDI/ODI Center. The teachers who finished their Ph.D. OD
program and experts from ABAC (OD Program) will engage in the working process. The IDI/ODI Center in the school
is designed to improve the effectiveness of individuals through those designed to deal with teams and groups, intergroup
relations, and the total school. There are interventions that focus on task issues (what people do), and those that focus on
process issues (how people go about doing it).
During the intervention process, a variety of approaches, methods, techniques, applications, etc. will be used to
address the school’s issues and goals in order to increase performance. Thus, the school will implement the concept of
Balanced Scorecard, X-Matrix, etc., to capture the goals of employees, which in turn is helpful in their assessment and
mid-term correction of their performance. Finally, interventions may be roughly classified according to which change
mechanism they tend to emphasize: for example, feedback, awareness of changing cultural norms, interaction and
communication, conflict, and education through either new knowledge or skill practice[4].
Pre-IDI/ODI
1. Problem identification;
2. Data collection from all
levels (President, Functional
Departments, Matrixed Offices, etc.) (360°);
3. Preliminary diagnosis and
joint the diagnosis of the
problem.

IDI/ODI
1. Joint action planning;
2. Action/Intervention.

Post-IDI/ODI
1. Feedback to all levels
(360°);
2. Data gathering after action.

360°Efficient and Effective IDI/ODI
Figure 5. 360°Efficient and Effective IDI/ODI.
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2.4 With Regard to Rewards
Amy Kates and Jay R. Galbraith (2007) in Designing Your Organization indicate that “metrics and rewards align
individual behaviors and performance with the organization’s goals”. The reward system activates employees’ commitment to the mission and goals of the organization and reinforces the behaviors that push the organization forward
through salary, bonuses, benefits and recognition.
The spirit of the school’s Reward System (the school RS) is to reward and motivate staff performance through
flexible and dynamic configuration of resources and by building a stronger link between performance and reward. Specifically, the the school RS enables the school to: (a) dynamically distribute both part of revenue and funds to reward
staff; (b) provide different forms of objective-driven rewards (salary adjustment/performance, awards/special and allowances); and (c) give out rewards based on staff performance and contributions[5].
The funds are distributed to every functional division and college annually according to their objective-based budget and performance in completing objectives of the previous academic year. Every staff member’s salary
package includes basic salary plus benefit, performance awards plus allowances. The school provides different levels
of basic salary and benefits for all staff in line with ranks and levels. Special awards and allowances are given to members who make special contributions. Performance awards depend on the staff’s performance co-measured by the functional division or college which he/she works in and the sections he/she directly connects with. For example, the performance of a teacher in College of English in teaching is measured by both the college and the division of Academic
Services, and his performance in academic/scholarly research by both the college and the division of Research and Development.
As for the colleges or functional divisions, the school entrusts the committee and the IDI/ODI Center to co-review
their performance and achievement in objectives that are set by themselves at the beginning of an academic year. If a
college or division achieves its objectives and performs well, a larger package of rewards will be awarded as the performance awards to be allocated to its entire staff by performance and contribution to the holistic objectives of the college or division. Besides this, the college or division is entitled to apply for an increase in the next annual budget.
In the pursuit of the school’s educational mission and strategic goals, it is expected that all academic/teaching colleagues shall make an important contribution in the following three main domains of work/activities:
(1) teaching;
(2) scholarly/creative/professional work/activities; and
(3) service to the Department/College/Division/ school, the profession and the community.
Glassick, Huber and Maeroff (1997) in Scholarship Assessed, remarked that “good documentation is dynamic,
producing not merely a snapshot but a moving picture of the why and the what, the process as well as the products of
scholarly work”[6].Dynamic records of employees’ behaviors give not only the organization evidences to reward its people properly and timely but also employees themselves opportunities to self-reflect and improve.
In terms of this, in the school RS, Annual Activity and Objective Achievement Report is used to document their
performance

in

teaching,

scholarly/creative/professional

work/activities,

and

service

to

the

Depart-

ment/College/Division/school, the profession and/or the community at large. The performance in teaching is evaluated
through the reviews on objective achievement and appraises from three channels: students (50%), colleagues (20%) and
department (30%), and then is checked and verified by the Academic Office and the Academic Services Division respectively. The performance in other key factors can be done in a similar way. Staff can make use of this Annual Activity and Objective Achievement Report for performance awards rating or any future personnel-related review functions,
such as salary adjustment, professional ranks or even promotion, etc.

2.5 With Regard to People
Generally speaking, all the teachers and executives in the school need extensive industry background and excellent
professional skills in related area. In order to realize the school’s mission and strategic goals, there are three key actors
that should be discussed in following.
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2.5.1 Key Actor 1 — President of the school
(1) The ability to embed his beliefs, values, and assumptions into the school
Schein (2010) argues that the key aspect that differentiates leadership from management is the central role that
leadership plays in creating and embedding culture[7]. While cultural assumptions are the results of the shared assumptions and experiences of the group, it is the leader who initiates the process by introducing his or her beliefs, values, and
assumptions from the outset.
Being systematic in paying attention to certain things is a powerful way of communicating a message, especially if
leaders are totally consistent in their own behavior. This consistent living out of values is a behavioral way of demonstrating honesty and trustworthiness. People trust leaders when their deeds and words match. On the other hand, if leaders are inconsistent in what they pay attention to, subordinates will spend unnecessary time and energy trying to decipher what a leader’s behavior really reflects and will pay less and less attention to what senior management wants.
(2) Intellectual curiosity and emotional openness
The above structure of the school also calls for a desire to know more. The president should go beyond asking routine questions and settling for obvious answers, constantly challenging conventional wisdom and traditional approaches.
He rarely satisfies himself with the first solution that presents itself. Besides, he should be open on an emotional level.
He actively seeks to broaden his horizons and listen attentively to others. He gravitates to people with different backgrounds and outlooks from their own, so as to learn from exposure to different perspectives [8]. As the above structure
involves numerous stakeholders, the president should value difference without feeling uncomfortable with the ambiguity that might arise from multiple points of view. He is supposed to adapt his leadership practices to foster diversity and
generate a collaborative climate among the stakeholders.
(3) Dream big but start small
To create a climate in which the norm, belief or assumption is to experiment and take risks, and it’s essential for
the president to start small with a few short journeys to test his theories and abilities. On the other hand, the president
should accept failures and learn from experience because it is failure that breeds success.

2.5.2 Key Actor 2 — Committee
(1) Good relationship skills to facilitate communication and collaboration
As is illustrated in the structure chart, the committee serves as a bridge, linking the internal colleagues and external
partners together. As one of the most decision makers of the school, the committee should accept that it will not have
the answer to everything and cannot make every decision alone. Others might be better suited than they are to tackle
some challenges or make some decisions. Given this awareness, the committee acts to promote extensive collaboration
across multiple boundaries: across borders, disciplines, organizations, functions, and departments. It pulls together individuals from different parts of the school to create the right teams for short-term projects and for long-term,
cross-boundary collaboration as well as create opportunities for people to interact with one another and, in the process,
form more trusting, more collaborative relationships. The committee members work collaboratively with internal colleagues and external partners, without relying heavily on their positional power.

2.5.3 Key Actor 3 — Functional Departments & Product Departments
(1) The ability to create psychological safety
These two departments, especially the product departments are perhaps most closely linked to the teaching staffs.
Whenever there is a need to change, it involves giving up some old habits and ways of thinking and results in feelings
of anxiety by organizational members which in turn, may lead to resistance to change. Under such circumstance, it is
vital for the deans or leaders of these departments to reduce learning anxiety by increasing the teaching staff’s sense of
psychological safety. And it is better to start with changing their mindset. Other means of creating psychological safety
include inspiring a positive and shared vision, providing formal and informal training, modeling the way, etc.
(2) Ability to actively build teams
The deans or leaders of these departments need to establish regular face-to-face meetings with the stakeholders to
jointly set overall objectives, review and adjust priorities, educate one another about their work programs. In addition,
each of the horizontal and vertical teams needs to come together periodically to create an identity, build intragroup
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working relationships, and agree on objectives[9].

3. Conclusion
It is much easier to design an organization than successfully implement it. The above structure of the school requires a sophisticated management team that understands how to use the organization as a lever for competitive advantage. There is no denying that the organization design requires a skilled and seasoned leadership team in order to
achieve success, as is stated in the book, organization design is a responsibility of top leadership.
But it is not just the president of the school who needs to have strong organizational and interpersonal skills. The
five elements above (strategy, structure, processes, etc.) require members of the school at all levels to have a fundamental set of competencies to interact across organizational boundaries, participate in teams, and make decisions that take
multiple perspectives into account. Since each stakeholder’s fate is closely tied to the success of others, the prevailing
attitude needs to be “How can I help or contribute?” rather than, “That’s none of my business”.
To successfully implement this organization design and embed it into the school’s culture, it is better to build the
mind-set and create psychological safety before undertaking the disruptive change. Start small and learn from the experience since this design needs to be applied fully and consistently. If all the stakeholders in this organization do, they
will find themselves in a much better position to reap the benefits of this organization and minimize the pain of transition.
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Abstract: Higher vocational education requires reform and innovation. It is necessary to attach importance to the process and results of higher vocational education and obtain the international engineering education professional certification. Outcome Oriented Education (OBE) is based on the premise that all students can be successful, clarifies the learning outcomes of students after the education process, and emphasizes the ability of students to apply what they have
learned to practice through action learning. Soon after the birth of OBE in the United States, it set off a huge wave of
education reform. The transformation and promotion of OBE’s localization will surely develop a new normal of vocational education with distinctive features, outstanding advantages, and outstanding results. In the final analysis, the OBE
model puts students at the center of the classroom. As a successful teaching model exploration institution, the school
takes the learning achievements as the starting point to carry out the behavior process of students’ various practical application skills training. When implementing OBE, only a deep understanding of the connotation structure of the outcome-oriented pyramid can prevent misunderstanding or distortion of the original meaning.
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1. Introduction
In the era of popularization of higher education, domestic vocational education has done a lot of research and exploration, such as work process-oriented teaching method, project teaching method, task-driven teaching method, etc.,
and it has achieved fruitful results. Shortly after the birth of Outcome-Oriented Education (OBE) in the United States, it
set off a huge wave of education reform[1]. One of the attractions of OBE is that it can provide managers with some
control over educational results, and it also allows teachers to freely choose the content and methods that help students
achieve the desired results[2]. In the past, in the various professional classrooms of higher vocational colleges, the dominant position was always the teachers, and the students passively received knowledge points for a long time. In contrast,
the result-oriented education model advocates making students become masters in the classroom. OBE is student-centered and ability-oriented. It emphasizes that every student has talents. It advocates that everyone can succeed.
Learning should be based on cooperation rather than competition. Schools and teachers should provide students with a
clear blueprint for learning outcomes. Students successfully create opportunities and environments[3]. The OBE model
returns the dominance of teaching to students, and its focus is on students’ learning results and emphasizes students’
practical ability[4]. Therefore, only by making good use of teaching methods can we carry out reasonable curriculum
design under the OBE mode.
The input and output of education are not directly proportional, prompting people to begin to reflect on the effecCopyright © 2021 Tianxiao Song
doi: 10.18686/mmf.v5i1.3168
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(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/), which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium,
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tiveness of education input. As a new concept of vocational education, OBE is guided by the learning results that students have finally achieved through the educational process, emphasizing what students can do after learning, rather
than what they have learned[5]. The OBE concept and curriculum teaching development theory have always attracted
much attention, and have been valued and recognized by the majority of educators and researchers in the vocational
education field. On the premise that all students can be successful, OBE clarifies the learning results obtained by students after the educational process, and emphasizes the ability of students to apply the learned content to practical use
through action learning[6]. In the final analysis, the OBE model puts students at the center of the classroom. As a successful teaching model exploration institution, the school takes the learning achievement as the starting point to carry
out the behavioral flow of students' various practical application skills training[7]. The transformation and promotion of
OBE’s localization will surely develop a new normal of vocational education with distinctive features, outstanding advantages, and outstanding results. Therefore, it is of great significance to study the implementation of higher vocational
curriculum reform based on result-oriented. When implementing OBE, only a deep understanding of the theory on
which it relies and the connotation structure of the result-oriented pyramid cannot misunderstand or distort the original
meaning.

2. The Connotation of Outcome-Oriented Education and Higher Vocational
Teaching Method
The OBE Pyramid covers all the ideological connotations of OBE. It is not only a rational grasp of OBE, but also
an action guide to promote OBE reform. As a qualified teacher in higher vocational colleges, in the early stages of promoting the OBE model, he must ensure a meticulous grasp of the overall cognitive abilities and academic conditions of
the students in the class, and at the same time rely on rich social life materials as the basic auxiliary medium. Carry out
the improvement and repair of the existing teaching content. OBE requires teachers to clearly focus on the final learning
outcomes that students can achieve after a period of learning experience. The task of teachers is to help students develop
knowledge, skills and personalities so that they can achieve expected results. In the process of adopting the result-oriented education model for all kinds of professional teachers in higher vocational colleges, they must fully consider the students’ real life experience needs, and at the same time assist them in vividly interpreting familiar life situations[8]. In order to ensure that all students can succeed, OBE pays full attention to the differences of students’
personality and emphasizes that it is not necessary to provide all students with the same learning opportunities in the
same way at the same time, requires all students to achieve success at the same moment. The contextualization of
teaching activities is to urge teachers to organize students to quickly intervene in a social environment close to the real
state based on the design and use of various vivid teaching and guidance situations, and to learn how to think scientifically in the various action learning processes, perception and experience, and finally all the indirect and direct experience that they harvested interactively.
OBE requires schools and teachers to respond to students’ different needs in a flexible manner, provide students
with alternative learning resources fairly and establish a multi-evaluation mechanism, so that students can display
learning results in a variety of ways. On the premise that all students can succeed, OBE establishes conditions and provides opportunities for students to achieve expected learning outcomes, emphasizing what students not only have to
learn, but more importantly, the construction of practical abilities can be applied to them. The curriculum system is constructed according to the above requirements and the implement teaching. Restricted by enrollment conditions, higher
vocational colleges have stricter teaching management systems than that of undergraduate colleges. Those students who
fail to be selected from college admissions are relatively lacking in the ability of autonomous students [9]. This requires
teachers to emphasize more appropriate education in the teaching process, and the inculcation of teaching content and
the coordination of the classroom environment have become the responsibility of every higher vocational teacher. OBE
expects and allows all students to study successfully. High expectations do not mean lower performance standards, but
it emphasize that schools should adopt high-level courses and high-level performance standards. Teachers must be
committed to improving the acceptability of standards, creating good learning situations, making good use of different
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teaching methods, encouraging different learning methods, and guiding students to achieve higher achievements in the
challenging learning process. OBE requires accurate learning outcomes measurement and evaluation, to evaluate learning results in stages and determine new goals for advancement, which also emphasizes positive incentives for students.
And the evaluation results are measured by the standard for achieving the highest performance achievement, and it does
not emphasize the comparison of results between students.
OBE emphasizes the integration of curriculum framework, teaching, tests and certificates, and advocates interdisciplinary and cross-grade courses combined with life situations. OBE concept emphasizes taking students as the center,
serving students, not giving up each student, evaluating students individually, and allowing students to enjoy educational achievements. It not only pays attention to students’ learning achievements during school, but also pays attention to
students’ achievements after graduation, so as to truly track and feedback and continuously improve and diagnose the
whole teaching process. OBE believes that all teachers and students should have the opportunity to learn and teach successfully. Schools should divide the process of achieving peak results into several stages, and set sub-goals of results in
stages, so that students can gradually achieve peak results in the process. Effective classroom teaching is not only the
guarantee to achieve the expected ability and the established learning goal, but also the foundation to enable students to
achieve the training goal and meet the graduation requirements. According to different students, it is necessary to determine the learning objectives of each stage, formulate different teaching programs and provide different learning opportunities according to different requirements.

3. The Application Strategy of Outcome-Oriented Education Model in
Higher Vocational College
3.1 Ensure the appropriateness of the selection and use of teaching methods
The teaching methods that can be introduced on the basis of the results-oriented model are extremely rich and varied, but not all methods are applicable to the higher vocational students. In the process of selecting and using this part of
teaching mode, it is necessary for teachers to select a targeted and coordinated teaching guidance mode in combination
with the signs of differences in teaching links. Education quality is the evaluation of education level and effect, which is
finally reflected in the quality of training objects. The quality of education is result-oriented, the standard of education
quality is applicable, and the aim is to promote students’ all-round development, which has become an important orientation of the reform policy of educational powers[10]. OBE concept follows the principles of reverse design and continuous improvement. Based on the results of the needs of enterprises and society, the training objectives are decided first,
then the graduation requirements are set by the training objectives, then the curriculum system is set according to the
graduation requirements, and finally the teaching resources are rationally allocated according to the curriculum system.

3.2 Pay more attention to the process design of classroom teaching
OBE theory merges with the general trend of international vocational education. At present, it is not only a timely
starting point for Chinese higher vocational colleges to innovate in theory and practice, but also a pleasing preface for
Chinese vocational education to call the world brand. The teaching model based on results orientation pays great attention to the design of various working procedures in teaching units, and the specific role played by teaching methods is
to ensure the successful completion of all teaching links. Teachers’ teaching should be based on students’ real life experience, and direct life experience should be introduced into knowledge learning. Through learning activities, students
can get the feeling and experience from direct experience, which can be transferred, internalized and applied. Under the
result-oriented concept, diversified teaching objectives and various teaching and learning methods determine the diversification of evaluation[11]. In the process of developing and designing teaching links, the results-oriented teaching mode
pays great attention to project teaching, that is to say, each class is set as an important task, while students are guided by
the links according to the necessity of teachers’ design, and continue to explore and sort out the final answers to related
questions.
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3.3 Promote the renewal of teaching methods
OBE concept is open and inclusive, which adapts to the future of higher vocational education. The teaching guidance mode under the result-oriented teaching mode usually chooses project-driven as the basic teaching method, and
then encourages students to quickly intervene in their own roles, and finally implements the clear motivation of teaching with the help of practical tasks as the dynamic index. OBE is a kind of educational idea and method, not a fixed
mode, and it has strong compatibility. OBE believes that no curriculum model is completely suitable or perfect, but it
can be confirmed that organizing these models can help curriculum designers to clarify the ways used in curriculum
design. Therefore, different curriculum design models should be adopted according to the objectives and the nature of
teaching materials. In the final analysis, the core of OBE-based teaching method is to guide students to master efficient
learning methods, that is, to exercise students’ awareness of autonomous and in-depth learning and their flexibility and
adaptability.

4. Conclusions
On the surface, OBE is concerned about the changes reflected in students’ behaviors, and critics can’t help blaming
OBE for neglecting humanistic spirit. In fact, this is a misunderstanding of OBE. The teaching methods that can be introduced on the basis of the results-oriented model are extremely rich and varied, but not all methods are applicable to
the higher vocational students. The method determines the result. Without a correct and reasonable method, the teaching
link will not be carried out, so the OBE model will not show gratifying results. In practice, OBE has completed the perfect combination of pragmatism and teleology, taken students as the center of design, and formed a set of unique language rules and exquisite curriculum system. The teaching model based on results orientation pays great attention to the
design of various working procedures in teaching units, and the specific role played by teaching methods is to ensure
the successful completion of all teaching links. In the final analysis, the core of OBE-based teaching method is to guide
students to master efficient learning methods, that is, to use diversified teaching guidance channels.
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1. Introduction
With the rapid development of China’s economy, enterprises are also facing the gradual maturity of the market and
fierce competition. Therefore, we pay more and more attention to our own development. However, no matter which
stage the enterprise develops to, the leaders will inevitably suffer from various problems. The market problem outside
the enterprise is important, but for the development and growth of any organization, the more important challenge
comes from inside the organization. What matters is not how to solve practical problems, because most of the time,
solving problems does not mean that the positive factors that activate the organization will naturally arise. How can we
make the beliefs and judgments of the members of the organization more positive? I’m afraid this is a problem that
every enterprise manager pays close attention to. The emergence of positive psychology may be an important tool for
enterprise managers[1].
In the field of academic research, positive psychology is defined as “a science that studies the conditions and processes that are conducive to giving full play to the best state or function of people, groups and institutions”. It puts forward the idea of active prevention, and holds that the great progress made in the prevention work comes from systematically shaping various abilities within the organization, rather than correcting defects.

2. Introduction to the development of positive psychology
Positive psychology is an important psychological force which first emerged in western psychological field at the
end of the 20th century. It was first put forward by American psychologist Martin Seligman, who advocated that psychological research should focus on people’s actual potential, constructive power and virtue. He advocated a new explanation of people’s psychological phenomenon, thus stimulating people’s internal positive power and excellent quality,
and in this process, he sought to help people to maximize their own potential and obtain happiness and happiness. The
Copyright © 2021 Yitong Niu
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research on positive psychology mainly focuses on the study of people’s positive emotions and experiences, positive
personality traits, positive environmental relationships, etc. Positive psychology research shows that happiness, hope,
confidence, happiness and satisfaction are the main motives of human achievement, and human positive psychological
quality is the core element for human survival and development. At present, positive psychology has been mentioned or
applied in various fields of society. It is of great significance to apply the research results of positive psychology to
modern human resources management, and how to tap the positive psychological quality of employees to improve the
performance of enterprises or organizations[2].

3. Development problems faced by enterprises
For all growing enterprises, personnel changes, changes in management rules, changes in responsibilities of various positions, division and merger of departments, all of these problems will lead to drastic changes in the organization
and high level of uncertainty in the organization, which makes employees still full of insecurity in their career. At the
same time, how to choose an incentive mechanism suitable for the direction of the enterprise in the process of enterprise
development and enhance the sense of honor and participation experience that the employees can get will affect the stability and development of the enterprise to a considerable extent[3].

4. The Enlightenment of positive psychology in enterprise human resources
management
Psychological research shows that cultivating positive and optimistic mood is one of the important ways to make
employees happy. If the employees have positive emotions such as happiness, optimism, openness and satisfaction, they
also have strong self-regulation ability, and they can better coordinate and control their emotions, better devote themselves to work, and enhance their enthusiasm and initiative. A positive and optimistic mood can expand the thinking of
the employees, eliminate the negative mindset, be able to face the setbacks and difficulties in work and life with a positive attitude, and meet various challenges at work with a positive attitude, which has positive significance to the efficiency of the organization and the development of the enterprise[4].

4.1 Positive effect on establishing excellent enterprise culture
The staff’s positive and enterprising mentality is very beneficial to the development of the enterprise. Positive
psychology also emphasizes that people’s positive power is not only a static personality trait, but also a dynamic psychological process, which can effectively analyze the surrounding environment and make a reasonable explanation.
Taking optimism as an example, an optimist is not blindly optimistic regardless of the specific conditions of the environment, thus putting himself in danger. On the contrary, he can pay close attention to the dangerous information in the
surrounding environment and selectively express or carry out his actions in a reasonable way according to the specific
situation of different problems. Therefore, people’s positive strength includes not only some personality characteristics, but also the ability to correctly use all kinds of resources and skills at the right time to achieve their goals or solve
difficulties. In short, it is flexible to adjust oneself in order to obtain good results.
The “3T” culture of Sino-US SmithKline is a good example of corporate culture. “Mutual trust, openness, transparency and initiative” enables employees to work openly and actively in a trusted environment, which can greatly
stimulate employees’ potential, innovate, improve work efficiency and enhance employees’ sense of belonging to the
enterprise[5].
Google’s “Silicon Valley Culture” and HUAWEI’s “Mattress Culture” are also two cultures familiar with Chinese
enterprises. Although there are many essential differences, both companies encourage employees’ positive power from
different levels. No matter what kind of culture an enterprise adopts, it must be supported by its strength. Establish a
good corporate image and reduce employees’ complaints about the organization. The future is full of hope, but there are
still many uncertainties in the way forward, such as personnel changes, changes in job responsibilities, division and
merger of departments, changes in management systems, and so on. All these will easily lead to employees’ feel insecure and even complaints in their careers. Therefore, the establishment of a good corporate image must be based on
mutual trust, respect, communication and improvement. As the enterprise becomes stronger and stronger, we should
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speak more and more clearly. Only by changing the cultivation of human resources from the past management measures
to positive incentives and guidance, will it inevitably bring about employee satisfaction, employee vitality and creativity.

4.2 Conducive to creating a harmonious team working environment
Positive attitude towards life is the expression of the essential strength that people gain in social life, and it is the
internal motive force of people’s work and life. The cultivation of employees’ positive attitude towards life is helpful to
cultivate employees’ optimistic attitude towards life, harmonious interpersonal relationships, and healthy and cheerful
emotional characteristics, so as to enhance their psychological self-regulation ability and social adaptability, thus
achieving a “win-win” situation for enterprises and employees[6].

4.2.1 Establish harmonious interpersonal relationship
Managers should pay more attention to employees’ daily life and work, strengthen interpersonal communication in
enterprises, establish harmonious interpersonal relationships, embody the basic concept of humanized management,
embody the warmth of big families, and meet the needs of employees’ professional belonging and self-realization. Interpersonal communication is the most effective way to establish harmonious interpersonal relationship. Effective interpersonal communication is one of the important ways to release and relieve pressure, enhance self-confidence, establish good interpersonal relationships and improve the cohesion of enterprise teams.

4.2.2 Cultivate employees’ optimistic attitude towards life
Optimistic employees often see the bright side of life, are full of hope and confidence in the future, have strong
enthusiasm for their work, and exert their wisdom and ability in it. Even when encountering difficulties and setbacks,
they can be brave in hardships, struggles and innovations, thus improving work efficiency.
Greatly improve the morale of employees and enhance their recognition of enterprises. People’s positive strength
includes not only some personality characteristics, but also the ability of people to use their resources and skills correctly at the right time to achieve their goals and solve the difficulties they face. In this process, we need the power of
the environment. How to make employees’ beliefs and judgments more positive, how to make employees actively follow and devote themselves to the development goals of enterprises, how to improve employees’ happiness, stimulate
their internal potential, overcome job burnout and enhance their sense of belonging are all issues that managers should
pay great attention to. To improve the morale of employees, we can start with happiness management, whose essence is
to make employees feel happy at work, grasp the unity of work and people, and create a harmonious atmosphere for
groups[7].

4.3 The positive role of positive psychology in the development of employees in
enterprises
4.3.1 Staff recruitment
Nowadays, according to the actual situation of the organization, many enterprises employ psychologists and human
resources experts to work out the post competency model together, so as to achieve job matching and improve recruitment skills according to individual characteristics and differences. Competency refers to some potential personal characteristics, such as motivation, personality, self-image, values, knowledge and skills. These characteristics are directly
related to excellent job performance. The research of positive psychology has confirmed that compared with ordinary
people, those who have positive ideas have better social morality and better social adaptability, and they can face pressure, adversity and loss more easily, and they can cope with the most unfavorable social environment. Any organization
with a long-term vision hopes that its employees will have positive qualities, such as sense of responsibility, optimism,
courage, enthusiasm for work, and hope for the future, so as to form a positive force that is full of vitality and can fight
against problems[8].

4.3.2 Employee incentive mechanism
An incentive mechanism that adapts to the current business direction is the cornerstone of efficient management of
an organization. Effective use of incentives can improve the enthusiasm of employees. The core of motivation lies in
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grasping and satisfying the internal needs of employees. In the process of human resources development, it is necessary
to meet the needs of employees’ career development, which is to provide employees with growth space that meets their
personal development wishes and the needs of enterprise development, and provide effective growth guidance and development environment so that employees can consciously develop together with enterprises.
The representative incentive theories at home and abroad mainly include Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory, Altef’s “survival, relationship and growth theory”, mcclelland’s “achievement needs theory” and Herzberg’s two-factor
theory. These psychological incentive theories have important guiding significance in developing efficient incentive
mechanism[9].
For example, in Galanz, the assessment rules, process and results of grass-roots personnel are open, and there are
large bulletin boards in each workshop, which clearly record the work completion and assessment results of each production team and each worker. For the production team, it is necessary to assess the completion of the whole team’s
product quality, output, cost reduction, discipline compliance, safety production and other indicators, and record the
number of completed workpieces, overtime hours, rewards and punishment items, etc. of each worker. According to
these assessment results, everyone can clearly know how much they should take, where others are strong, and where
they need to improve in the future.
For middle and high-level managers, Galanz usually only gives them monthly salary of several thousand yuan, and
focuses on the financial year. Galanz combines the company’s overall performance, profitability and managers’ salaries,
and encourages outstanding managers by means of year-end awards, distribution of performance shares and participation in capital shares. For example, all qualified managers will receive a number of year-end awards; In addition, outstanding managers are publicly selected to participate in the allocation of incentive funds reserved by the company,
which are extracted according to the company’s profitability; Among them, the best managers distribute the following
year’s dry shares, do not need to pay cash to buy company shares, and can participate in a certain percentage of dividends in the next year; After several years’ assessment, the senior managers who can be promoted to the core level of
the company, they can buy the company’s equity and become the formal shareholders of the company. At present, more
than 50 middle and senior managers hold Galanz shares (capital shares), and more than 70 managers own dry shares,
which together constitute the unity of Galanz’s interests.

4.3.3 Training and development of employees
People with positive psychology have better social morality and better social adaptability, which is the core of enterprise competitive advantage. Cultivating employees’ positive personality begins with establishing good qualities,
focusing on stimulating the actual or potential strength of individuals and gaining self-confidence, hope, optimism and
resilience. To help employees cultivate positive personality traits, we should focus on the following aspects:
Strong self-motivation: In reality, people with positive psychology are generally people with strong realistic
self-motivation. They have the ability to run towards the goals they have set. Therefore, it is necessary to cultivate employees’ motivation to work actively, make them understand the significance of work, improve their understanding level,
and form a high value judgment on the post work itself.
Realistic self-expectation: A person with positive psychology believes in his own ability and potential, and keeps
the upward momentum of efforts. Looking forward to a selective position, keep healthy body, keep increasing income,
have warm friendship and new success, and always regard problems as opportunities to challenge ability and determination. Enterprises should carry out targeted training for employees according to their own development and work requirements, which can not only improve their working ability, but also make employees feel valued and concerned in
the enterprise[10].
Constant self-cultivation-self-cultivation is the practice of thinking, that is, the exercise of thinking, constantly establishing new ideas and discarding old things stored in the subconscious. Self-cultivation can form or destroy a habit,
and can produce a permanent change in your mind to help you achieve your goals. From the current situation of the
development of Chinese enterprises, it is in the process of rapid growth and transformation. Emancipating the mind and
changing the concept to adapt to the change is also the degree of self-cultivation of our employees.
Rational self-respect is a very important and basic character that enterprise employees should cultivate. A person
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with positive psychology must have a strong sense of self-worth and self-confidence. In the face of challenging
work, he is confident and can make necessary efforts for success.
Timely self-regulation-Self-regulation means to control one’s own destiny. Self-regulation in a positive psychological state is active, which has the best control over the development of one’s own thoughts and abilities, and can design
one’s own career well. When the boundary environment continues to develop, employees can maintain a positive attitude through effective self-regulation and eliminate the influence of bad emotions and bad environment. Moreover, once
imbalance occurs, they can adjust themselves in a timely and effective manner, which will give employees a positive
view of enterprise difficulties and lay a foundation for their hard work.

4.3.4 Employee career development
When employees encounter bottlenecks in their careers, it is of great significance for leaders to actively understand.
Career planning management is an important tool to achieve win-win for both individuals and enterprises. For individual employees, with the help of career planning, they can accurately know themselves, find out their career orientation, make learning and training plans, and enhance their professional competitiveness; With the help of career planning and management, enterprises can deeply understand employees, take stock of talents for designing organizational
structure suitable for enterprises, improve their satisfaction and loyalty, and reduce the use cost of human resources.
When employees find that their career planning is gradually being realized, their relationship with enterprises will become closer, resulting in a positive career mentality. A positive professional attitude will produce positive driving force,
trigger positive actions and achieve positive results.
In fact, many large enterprises, such as Lenovo, have started the internal post adjustment system. Once employees
are not qualified for their current jobs, they are not advised to leave their jobs according to the “last elimination system”, but are given more opportunities as much as possible, such as applying for other positions within the enterprise.

5. Summary
The ultimate goal and highest ideal of social development is not only economic growth and material prosperity, but
the all-round development of human beings on this basis, which is the real need of human development in contemporary
society. The birth of positive psychology is the product of this real need. To some extent, positive psychology is the only
way to realize human humanistic care and ultimate care. The enlightenment brought by positive psychology should not
only be reflected in the research and development of psychological theory, but also in the positive creation of enterprise
development and talent cultivation. Although there are still many ways to go, positive psychology has opened the door
for us to explore happiness.
In a word, in the process of human resource management, managers should put people first, implement humanized
management, help employees optimize their psychological quality, help employees create a healthy and happy working
atmosphere, cultivate their positive attitude towards life, so as to realize the common development of enterprises and
employees.
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Abstract: With the acceleration of the digitalization process, new retail is also emerging. With its convenient and flexible operation mode, new retail has become the trend of the current traditional retail industry transformation, and it is an
inevitable choice for retail enterprises to achieve sustainable and healthy development. Based on the actual situation,
this article analyzes some cost management problems which new retail enterprises are facing, and then proposes corresponding solutions to provide reference suggestions for the development of new retail enterprises.
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1. Introduction
With the advent of the era of big data, the development of the traditional retail industry with the goal of maximizing enterprise value is threatened, and the supply chain model that promotes consumer demand through production
needs to be changed. In October 2016, Jack Ma delivered a wonderful speech at the Yunqi Conference and put forward
the concept of new retail for the first time. He believed that “In the next ten years, pure e-commerce will decline, and
new retail will be replaced by it”. In the future, the application of new technologies will continue to promote the development of new retail, making management easier, making services more humane, and making consumer experience better.

2. Status of new retail industry
At present, domestic giant companies include Alibaba, Tencent, Baidu, JD.com, Xiaomi, and NetEase have “tested
the waters” of this new industry. Among them, the better-developed ones include Ali Group’s “Hema Xiansheng”,
Xiaom’s “Xiaomi Home”, and NetEase’s “NetEase Yanxuan”[1]. Through research, it can be found that these new retail
companies have a common characteristic. They all founded and developed with the support of big data analysis and AI
technology. To the greater extent that data sharing between online e-commerce and offline entities can satisfy consumers' huge demands for customization, personalization and diversification. At the same time, companies will also achieve
higher logistics efficiency through self-built logistics or third-party logistics, so as to bring customers the ultimate consumption experience[2]. However, the operation of a company cannot escape the cost management problem after all. The
establishment of a new retail model requires more cost input. How to manage and control costs to expand the profit
margin of the company is a major issue that new retail companies need to solve urgently[3].

3. Cost management problems of new retail enterprises
At this stage, in the development process of the new retail industry, both the offline involvement of online
e-commerce and the online development of physical retail will encounter related cost management problems, which
mainly focus on three aspects of system: construction, talent recruitment and management, corporate capital investment,
and logistics.
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3.1 High demand for high-quality talents leads to high labor costs
Most new retail companies are currently in a period of rapid expansion, and they need to acquire more users in a
relatively short period of time. However, rapid expansion not only expands the scale of the enterprise, but also places
higher demands on employees and product management. At present, there are still major problems in the management
of employees, training and development, and the establishment of norms and standards for new retail companies[4]. Cultivating a large number of high-quality talents, while improving benefits to retain high-end compound management talents is the key to achieve the successful development of new retail companies. But to meet such demand for talents,
companies must invest a lot of labor costs. In 2020, which is deeply affected by the epidemic, the demand for talents in
the new retail industry has not only not decreased but increased substantially[5]. The average recruitment salary for new
retail positions is 11,488 yuan/month, which is higher than the industry average salary and 1.3 times the national average; It is 20% -30% higher than the salary of traditional industry positions. [Data source: “2020 New Retail Industry
Talent Report” released by Zhaolian Recruitment and Intime Department Store From these data, it can be seen that the
labor cost burden which new retail companies are facing will continue to increase.

3.2 Large initial capital investment leads to high operating costs
New retail companies need to invest high costs to open offline physical stores, build online e-commerce and develop new logistics. The investment of large amounts of resources will undoubtedly increase the cost burden for new
retail companies. Every commodity and every transaction online is actually an interactive process of the cloud system;
while offline, there are a large number of offline operations. Because the infrastructure of offline physical stores is relatively backward, a large number of transformations have been carried out, and the maintenance costs in the later period
also cannot be underestimated. Therefore, integrating a large number of physical stores into an online system is an important issue that companies have to face. At present, the reason why many new retail companies are at a loss is that
they fail to afford high operating costs[6].

3.3 Imperfect logistics system leads to high logistics costs
Labor costs, warehousing costs, transportation costs, circulation costs and processing costs are the five major
components of the international standard logistics industry cost. Compared with European and American countries,
transportation costs and storage costs are higher in China. From the perspective of transportation, the modern European
and American logistics system represented by Wal-Mart, through one-stop distribution services, can directly deliver
goods to the destination at one time, saving a lot of intermediate costs. In our country, cargo transportation often needs
to be carried out in batches, the process is cumbersome, the links are complicated, and the time of transportation is too
long, which leads to an increase in the total logistics cost. From the perspective of warehousing, the inventory information system of retail enterprises in my country is relatively backward, and the degree of informatization is not high. It
is prone to goods overstock and slow sales. Most retail stores will eventually use promotion, large clearance and other
methods to relieve inventory pressure, but these measures not only reduced the profit of the goods but also increased
inventory costs[7].

4. Solutions to the cost management problems of new retail enterprises
In China, new retail enterprises must reasonably solve the cost management problems they face in the development
process, so as to promote the healthy development of the physical retail industry under the new retail format.

4.1 Reducing labor costs
4.1.1 Improving the talent training mechanism and increase the future talent pool
For new retail companies to develop online sales channels, the quality and skill levels of their employees need
to be followed up simultaneously. The first thing for employees to do is to understand the computer network and learn
Internet technology, so as to make it possible to deal with the daily affairs of the company through information technology in the future. Nowadays, the group that is most familiar with the Internet is college students. They are more
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willing to get in touch with new things and are more capable of learning new things. Therefore, it is necessary for enterprises to cultivate more college students through cooperation with universities. Wal-Mart’s intern system is a good
example. In 2020, when the epidemic was spreading, the employment situation for college students is even more difficult, and many college graduates are struggling to find jobs[8]. If companies can cooperate with universities and obtain a
large number of college student resources, then high-quality and cheap interns can save lot of labor costs for retail
companies. Moreover, companies can also “wash the sand in the waves” and select good interns to carry out key training, which also saves the company's recruitment costs.

4.1.2 Implementing equity incentive policies to maximize employee value creation
The average salary level of employees in new retail companies is very high, but high salary is not the only factor
that motivates employees to maximize their work potential. Therefore, while paying high labor costs, companies also
need to maximize returns and profits, that is, let employees create greater value for the company[9]. The equity incentive
policy can well improve the enthusiasm and loyalty of employees. By acquiring part of the company’s equity, employees obtain corresponding economic rights, enabling them to participate in company decision-making, share dividends,
assume responsibilities and fulfill shareholders’ obligations, and actively create higher value for the company. From
employees to shareholders, from agents to partners, the change of employees’ status will have a positive impact on their
work mentality, prompting them to work harder to do their jobs and protect corporate interests from harm. This can not
only reduce the labor cost burden of the enterprise, but also reduce the rate of brain drain.

4.2 Reducing operating costs
4.2.1 Establishing enterprise cost management monitoring center
The initial capital investment of new retail companies is inevitable, but we can do a careful calculation on top of
the established costs. Establishing an enterprise cost management and monitoring center to reasonably manage and control various costs of the enterprise and propose optimization plans and suggestions for improvement. The cost management monitoring center clarifies the responsibilities of each department by formulating norms and standards, and regularly records and analyzes the cost control situation of each department, finds out the shortcomings and develops
corresponding solutions. Penalties are imposed on departments or employees that have breached their duties. Through
the rolling cycle of analysis, optimization, execution, and re-analysis, we can achieve the goal of continuously reducing business operating costs can be achieved.

4.2.2 Choosing the right partner
Improving the efficiency of resource allocation by selecting suitable partners is also one of the ways to
duce business operating costs. In actual production and life, the acquisition of resources requires corresponding
costs, but the combination of resources can achieve zero-cost expenditure. Enterprises should establish their own optimal resource allocation combination to maximize resource utilization and create additional benefits. The improvement
of the efficiency of resource allocation helps to realize quality change, efficiency change and power change, which invisibly reduces the operating cost of the enterprise.

4.3 Reducing logistics costs
4.3.1 Reasonably adopting various logistics distribution modes to reduce transportation costs
Enterprises can carry out logistics distribution through three modes: namely self-built logistics, third-party logistics
and logistics alliance. The choice of logistics mode determines the effect of logistics cost control. Enterprises can switch
on various modes according to different distribution locations, that is, comprehensively utilize various logistics modes
to control logistics costs while reducing logistics risks, reducing return rates, and meeting different consumer needs of
customers. For example, JD.com has not only established its own logistics system, but also cooperated with third-party
logistics to establish a comprehensive, systematic and efficient modern logistics system across the country to ensure the
quality and speed of products in the delivery process. In order to meet customer needs, which not only effectively reduces the risk of self-built logistics system, but also greatly reduces the pressure on transportation costs[10].

4.3.2 Establishing an online reservation system to reduce inventory costs
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They can establish an online reservation system, such as the development of WeChat mini-programs. Before the
sales department purchases from suppliers, first let users place orders online, and at the same time obtain market forecast demand through data analysis, and finally combine the two to form a final The order is sent to the supplier for
goods purchase. By adding such a link, the needs of users can be met to a greater extent. At the same time, because it
is booked in advance, the purchase data can be known in advance, which can well solve the problems of warehouse
product surplus and goods backlog, achieving the purpose of reducing inventory costs.

5. Concluding remarks
In the context of consumption upgrades, consumers’ sense of sovereignty is gradually awakening. New retail companies that want to provide customers with lower prices, faster speeds and more consumer choices must reduce costs
and improve efficiency. In the cost of various expenditures, the largest proportion is nothing more than labor costs, operating costs and logistics costs. Enterprises need to continuously explore, seek more cost management solutions, establish efficient cost management models, and realize online and offline integration supported by information technology
and logistics services. Only in this way can enterprises better adapt to the development needs of the new era, gain a firm
foothold and grow stronger in the complex industry competition.
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Abstract: In 2019, China had novel coronavirus pneumonia outbreak in Wuhan, China, which seriously threatened people’s health and affected social order and economic development. The novel coronavirus epidemic has been actively
dealt with by the government. However, there are still some problems, such as weak awareness of crisis, ineffective
emergency response, stagnant legal construction, unsound rumors, ineffective public opinion, insufficient material support, inefficient allocation of resources, the local officials with low ability, inadequate humanistic care and incomplete
rescue mechanism. By analyzing how the government deal with the novel coronavirus pneumonia crisis, we can optimize the working mechanism, improving the working methods, and improving the government’s emergency management capability.
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1. Introduction
With the continuous development of globalization and human history, public crises also present a situation of high
occurrence, frequent occurrence and concurrent occurrence. Countries all over the world are faced with different crisis.
Governments around the world had paid more and more attention to prevent and respond to public crises effectively and
improve the level of government crisis management. In December 2019, “Pneumonia of unknown cause” appeared in
Wuhan, China. On January 7, 2020, “Novel coronavirus” identified by genome-wide sequencing was renamed as
“COVID-19” (novel coronavirus 2019) by WHO. The outbreak of novel coronavirus in China caused the panic of hundreds of millions of people, and seriously threatening people’s health and social stability. The Chinese government actively fought against the “epidemic”, racing against time and the disease. This battle has given us a glimpse of “China
power”, but it has also taught us a lot about how governments manage crises. Although the Covid-19 crisis has not
completely over, the shortcomings of the government's emergency management are quite obvious. We should seize the
opportunity, sum up the experience, and improve the method and system of government crisis management.

2. The shortcomings of government emergency management
2.1 Weak crisis consciousness and ineffective emergency response
China is a vast country with close economic and cultural exchanges. Small probability events occurring at a certain
time and place may also induce large-scale public crises. In recent years, China has maintained a healthy and stable development momentum. Local governments have paid more attention to economic construction than to preventing public
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crises. At the same time, all kinds of infectious diseases such as H1N1 and H5N5 occurred in recent years are local, so
that most governments tend to lower their vigilance and adopt historical inertia thinking to deal with them, thus easily
missing the golden period of crisis response. At the beginning of the outbreak of the virus, some local officials concealed the truth of new virus because that they were fearing that their political performance and official status would be
affected. They were consuming the trust of hundreds of millions of people.
The government of Wuhan said the pneumonia can be controlled and prevented. At the beginning, the local government did not pay attention to the unknown potential problems. They reported them according to normal procedures
and waited for instructions from the superiors, which planting the hidden danger of the outbreak of the virus and missing the best opportunity for crisis management. However, at the same time, the virus has spread and a public crisis
has broken out. We affirm the correctness of following procedures, but we have to question the passive attitude of local
governments in the face of potential public crisis and the inadequacy of our emergency management system.

2.2 The legal system construction is lagging behind
When dealing with public crisis, the Chinese government attaches importance to the rule of man rather than the
rule of law, and the legal construction of emergency management is lagging behind. First of all, the level of legislation
is low with scattered legislation and overlapping content. Even some laws and regulations, such as the Emergency Response Law, are weak in practice. Secondly, there is a gap in the legislative content and also a lack of special legislation
in relevant fields. China’s emergency law attaches great importance to the handling of public crisis, ignores the prevention and the rescue and compensation of public crisis stakeholders. Many laws are very abstract, lacking supporting
systems, implementation rules and measures, so that it is difficult to operate and implement in reality. The role and authority of non-governmental forces in emergency rescue has not been clearly defined in many emergency management
laws, which leads to that many non-governmental forces making mistakes when they rescuing, causing the tension between the government and non-governmental organizations.
Many civil servants lack the concepts of rule of law, do not act in accordance with the law, do not actively fulfill
their responsibilities, and show little respect and for life, law and human rights. For epidemic prevention, many police
and community workers go on patrol with hammers. Many news videos of “hammering the mahjong table” appeared. In
fact, this “way of governance” infringes on citizens’ rights and interests and the spirit of the rule of law.

2.3 Imperfect supervision of public opinion
Due to the lack of guidance of mainstream values, the content of public opinion updates frequently and changes
quickly with the emotional characteristics. Because that ordinary people are the receiver, which easily cause large-scale
spread of public opinion in the society. Before the Covid-19 epidemic was officially reported, false rumors and wrong
public opinion caused public panic.
There were a lot of false rumors such as smoking can protect against the virus, drinking can kill bacteria, taking
antibiotics is useful for prevention, the role of “Shuang Huanglian Oral Liquid” was misread. It’s difficult for citizens to
distinguish news and information between true and false because of the various channels and forms. In order to increase
their attention and exposure, some non-official media make use of some information they have acquired to make
“first-hand real news” and influence the public mood. In order to attract attention and become famous, various
we-media spread extreme and misleading information, inciting netizens with false information and foster a bad public
opinion atmosphere. The current network public opinion is gradually shifting from centralization to decentralization.
There is a lack of joint interaction between different information platforms, such as Douban, Zhihu, WeChat and Weibo.
Even there are conflicts in information content. During the epidemic, some independent foreign forces took this opportunity to publish false statements on major information platforms, spread negative emotions, and incite and mislead the
emotions of netizens.

2.4 Insufficient material support and inefficient allocation of resources
Scarce medical resources and a huge gap in protective clothing and masks greatly increase the risk of
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cross-infection between doctors and patients. In addition, there is an imbalance between emergency plans and resources.
In the early stage of the epidemic, there was a phenomenon of “people waiting for beds” in designated hospitals. A large
number of patients waiting for treatment, which result in that they delay the optimal treatment time. There is an urgent
need for protective clothing and face masks. Medical workers appealed for help on the Internet, even they used file bags
to making their own protective masks the families of the patients called for help on the Internet, seeking hope for their
families and urging the government and hospitals to help them in time.

2.5 Ineffective construction of the professional team
During the epidemic, a section chief of a city disease control center left his position, took his family to Thailand to
avoid the epidemic. Some officials secretly leaked information about the epidemic, causing the spreading of bad information. The leader of League of Red Cross Societies (LORCS) takes supplies of public masks to meet private needs.
Wuhan Red Cross refused to accept donated materials without postage, overstocked donated materials and distributed
them inefficiently and unjustly.
The professional quality of a large number of public officials in our country is cannot meet the demand of their position. China has not brought social science experts into public health emergency decision-making departments and
public crisis management system. In the face of the urgent situation, medical workers gathered and went to Hubei for
rescue voluntarily, which made us realize the importance of emergency rescue team. Europe and the United States both
have specialized emergency management institutions. However, our emergency management system only depends on
the existing administrative agency. We set up temporary emergency department to deal with public events, which is not
conducive to the coordination and configuration.

2.6 Insufficient humanistic care and incomplete rescue mechanism
Chinese government ignores public participation and lacks the collection of public feedback. And the dialogue and
communication among stakeholders are also inadequate[1].The government provided insufficient humanistic care and
psychological counseling for victims and their families. On February 9, on the way to transfer patients with severe
pneumonia, community workers and government officials were not accompanied.
The work is lagging behind, disconnected and disorganized. Severe patients are emotionally unstable after a long
period of waiting for treatment. A couple who went to Wuhan for treatment was stranded because of a lockdown and
they even had no food to eat.

3. Suggestions for improving the emergency management of the Chinese
government
3.1 Set up crisis risk awareness and change the situation of responsibility segmentation
In response to public health event, government departments should first establish the crisis risk consciousness, improve the ability of crisis prediction, regularly evaluate the potential risk of crisis, and constantly improve the crisis
forecast and monitoring system. Establish risk communication awareness, establish long-term, stable and safe risk information exchange and communication with the public, bring training, publicity into the community, enterprise, and
school to strengthen the emergency awareness of the grass-roots people. We should improve the public health system
and establish a disease prevention and control system with well-established institutions and clear responsibilities from
the central to local governments. We will adjust the distribution of medical institutions in urban and rural areas, and set
up designated hospitals for treatment of infectious diseases in major cities. Rural health centers will be renovated, and
necessary medical equipment will be purchased. Finally, the government should continue to promote the reform of administrative system, standardize emergency management process, attaches great importance to the theoretical guidance,
establish emergency linkage mechanism.
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3.2 Strengthening the legal system for emergency response
Actively promote the legal construction of emergency response, fill the legislative gap of emergency management.
Adjust inconsistencies and eliminate conflicts between different laws and regulations. We will improve the rescue and
compensation system for emergencies, and formulate the Law on Disaster Relief and Compensation and the Law on
Disaster Insurance. The system construction of emergency management organizations should be improved, and the responsibilities of each government department should be clarified. Affirm the dominant position of social forces in
emergency rescue, bring them into the emergency management system, and clarify their response mechanism. Supporting policy documents and technical standards will be issued as a supplement to the law to make the operational steps
and measures of emergency management more specific and standardized, so that every emergency management work
has rules and standards to follow. In the whole process of emergency management, it is necessary to strengthen the supervision and restriction of each link, and constantly improve the efficiency of each link, so as to promote the efficient
development of emergency management.

3.3 Strengthening public opinion monitoring and control
True and accurate information is the basis and premise of correct feedback and action. Transparency and unimpeded information are closely related to the government’s emergency management. In the information society, authoritative information and efficient crisis public relations are beneficial to correctly guide the masses to overcome panic
psychology.
First of all, the government should disclose information in time and make effective response with the help of media.
We will strengthen the monitoring and control of public opinion, avoid the absence of information and rampant rumors,
and prevent public panic and social unrest. We should increase two-way interaction with the public, accept complaints
and suggestions from the masses, and conduct scientific screening and review of incidents involving public security on
the Internet, and implement the handling methods of “online police + offline police”. Second, a fast, timely, accurate
and efficient epidemic information transmission network should be established to ensure that all infectious diseases are
detected, reported, controlled and treated in time. Through the news media, the government should let the public know
about the epidemic situation, master the common sense of disease prevention, understand the government’s campaign
plan against COVID-19 and the actual results achieved, and stabilize the social mood through accurate information.
Finally, government officials should study and analyze public opinion, improve their information literacy and information control ability, and learn how to effectively communicate with the media, so as to improve the quality of government response to network public opinion.

3.4 Improving the material support mechanism and the efficiency of resource
allocation
First of all, the government should reform the financial system, strengthen the public financial capacity of the government, set up a special fund for emergency management, to provide stable financial and material support for emergency management. Secondly, a unified material preparation and scheduling system should be established to cooperate
with logistics and transportation companies to ensure the allocation of materials needed in emergency and the timely
delivery of materials[]. Establish a unified resource allocation system, measure the degree of demand for emergency
resources in major cities, make reasonable allocation according to regional differences, and use the network information
platform for dynamic monitoring, implement dynamic management of emergency resources, and ensure the supplement
and update of materials. At the same time, new media was used to build an official platform, actively listen to the voices
of the people, understand the needs of the people, to meet the needs of the relief materials, and race against time to deal
with the epidemic. In addition, we should make clear the key direction of resource allocation, meet the resource needs
of key cities and departments, and ensure the best use of scarce resources. In the process of interaction and integration
of resources, supervision should be strengthened to avoid the inflow of fake and shoddy resources in the allocation process. Administrative organs and government officials are strictly prohibited from using their power to divert emergency
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resources for other purposes. Finally, using technology and big data to improve the efficiency of allocation and utilization of resources in the period of public crisis. For example, in response to the novel coronavirus, China has saved
manpower and material resources and prevented unnecessary cross-infection during the epidemic by using 5G medical
temperature measuring, patrol robot, intelligent unmanned supermarket and etc. Finally, the government should
strengthen international cooperation and actively seek support and help from international and regional organizations in
terms of funds, personnel and technology.

3.5 Strengthening education and training for public officials and building interconnected emergency and rescue organizations
First of all, the government should strengthen the education and practical training of public officials, strengthen the
popularization of public crisis management methods and knowledge, and strive to improve the professional quality of
public officials. Clarify the rights and responsibilities of each subject, build a professional and efficient emergency
leading group and working group, and strengthen supervision, standardize the behavior of each subject. Using network
and big data, bring experts and scholars into the network system. We will strengthen the construction of science and
technology for emergency response platforms, to maximize the function of scientific research institutions, experts and
scholars[2]. To promote the diversification of participants in emergency management, integrate multiple subjects including the government, non-governmental organizations and civil society. And also actively guide multiple subjects to give
play to their respective advantages and realize cooperation. At the same time, establish well-equipped, skilled and flexible medical treatment team, to cope with a variety of public health emergency management problems.

3.6 Strengthening humanistic care and risk communication
Strengthen humanistic care in risk communication and build mutual trust. Only by putting people’s health at the
center can the value of public health workers be realized to the maximum extent. Actively utilize all kinds of channels
and media to collect public opinions and suggestions, improve their “public participation” ability, and enhance risk
communication in public health emergency events. We should pay attention and care for the victims, their families and
emergency stakeholders, and strengthen humanistic care in the process of emergency management and risk rescue[3].
Under legal and reasonable circumstances, we should undertake the responsibility of “triple compensation”: material compensation, spiritual compensation and system reform to meet the reasonable demands of relevant interest groups,
win the recognition and support of the masses, and meet the reasonable demands of the masses. The government should
carry out post-disaster resettlement and compensation to meet the reasonable material needs of the victims; Carry out
psychological consultation and disaster relief policies and other work to meet the spiritual needs of victims; We will
prevent and control at the source to reduce the risk that people will be hit by disasters again.
Under the strong leadership of the CPC Central Committee, China has fought hard to protect millions of people's
lives. China has paid close attention to the implementation, assisted other countries, and demonstrated its “image as a
great power” with outstanding organizational strength. “The unprecedented security measures taken by the Communist
Party of China (CPC) reflect the high level of coordination among various Chinese government agencies and departments[4], and demonstrate the CPC’s excellent governance ability,” said Konurov, Central Secretary of the Communist
People’s Party of Kazakhstan.
Although the Chinese government’s emergency management is inadequate, the author believes that a great and
wise nation will surely gain experience and lessons from the disaster, and will surely reflect and make progress in the
crisis. The author believes that by establishing crisis risk awareness, strengthening the construction of emergency legal
system, standardizing the emergency legal system; Improving public opinion monitoring and control; Improving the
material guarantee mechanism and the efficiency of resource allocation and so on, China’s emergency management
mechanism and public crisis management capacity will become better.
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Abstract: Cognitive linguistics has always been an important branch of linguistics, and during 20th century, linguistics
experienced three revolutions: Saussure’s structuralism revolution, Chomsky’s TG revolution, and cognitive functional
linguistics’ revolution to Joe’s revolution. Time to 21st century, Wang Yin, a famous professor in China, put forward an
important and revolutionary point about linguistics based on the research of cognitive linguistics and philosophy. He
proposed a new concept, Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, with repairing cognitive linguistics. In addition, writing has
always been the focus and difficulty of most Chinese students to study and how to promote their writing is the essential
question for teachers to think deeply. Except Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, this research will also take the point of
Meta-cognitive Strategy and corrective feedback theory and then take some suggestions on how to teach writing.
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1. Introduction
Cognitive linguistics is an important branch of linguistics, and in the 20th century, linguistics experienced three
revolutions: Saussure’s structuralism revolution, Chomsky’s TG revolution; and cognitive functional linguistics’ revolution to Joe’s revolution[1]. Time to 21st century, Wang Yin, a famous professor in China, put forward an important and
revolutionary point about linguistics based on the research of cognitive linguistics and philosophy. He presented a new
concept, Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, with repairing cognitive linguistics, and realized the localization of cognitive
linguistics. In addition, writing has always been an important part of Chinese students’ learning, but it is difficult to
teach compare to other English knowledge. Writing as the output of the language is also worthy for teachers to think
about, but teachers spent less time on writing, one reason is that some teachers didn’t pay attention to writing, and the
other is that some teachers didn’t find effective writing teaching methods. Thus, this research aims to put forward corresponding writing-teaching strategies under the guidance of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics proposed by Professor
Wang Yin and Meta-cognitive Strategy and corrective feedback theory.

1.1 Purpose and significance of the article
The use of English has penetrated into every aspect in people’s lives. As a contemporary youth, it is necessary for
Chinese students to use English correctly and skillfully. As a language, the main function of English is to convey people’s thoughts, while writing, as a form of language output, occupies a significant position in students’ study and life.
But based on the phenomenon that students’ problems in English writing, English teachers of China should focus on
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writing and take it as a key teaching object. Aiming at the problem of writing, , especially for beginners in the foreign
language learning environment, the aim and importance of this research is to point out some main factors that cause
their writing problems and then provide some suggestions under the guidance of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, Meta-cognitive Strategy and corrective feedback theory.

2. Related theory
Aiming at the matter of English writing teaching, this research aims to put forward some strategies for English
writing teaching under the guidance of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, Meta-cognitive Strategy and corrective feedback theory. And next, this research will give a brief introduction about these three theories.

2.1 Embodied-cognitive linguistics
Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics is a new concept of linguistics based on cognitive linguistics and it is the localization of cognitive linguistics. Next, we will focus on the emergence and principle of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics.

2.1.1 Source of Embodied-cognitive linguistics
Wang Yin has made a systematic, in-depth theoretical thinking and active innovation exploration on cognitive linguistics and its empirical philosophy foundation, and then a localized concept of cognitive linguistics was proposed by
professor Wang, namely Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, which is a significant theoretical contribution to cognitive
linguistics. The philosophical basis of cognitive linguistics is idealism, while Professor Wang Yin’s Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics insists on materialism, inherits and develops cognitive linguistics.

2.1.2 Principles of Embodied-cognitive linguistics
Professor Wang Yin pointed out that the core principle of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics can be summarized as
“reality-cognition-language”[2]. It is intended to emphasize the experience of mind and language, indicating that language is not directly connected with the world, and the role of human in this process must go through the "cognitive"
link, and language expression indicates human factors everywhere.

2.1.3 Several main points of Embodied-cognitive linguistics
Here, we put forward some important viewpoints of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics which may be useful in resolving issues of English writing teaching.
2.1.3.1 Experience view
The core principle of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics is reality-cognition-language, indicates that the first point of
language acquisition is to obtain experience, experience and perfect in reality from one’s own experience and interaction with the surrounding environment. This further reflects the materialistic basis of cognitive linguistics and emphasizes the role of reality. Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics advocates that people first experience perception in situations
and thus have a certain basis of real experience, which is equivalent to the input of real experience and matches the
output approach of writing. This emphasizes that only on the basis of experience and perception can we have the way of
language acquisition and the direction and content of language output.

2.1.3.2 Humanism and active perception
The second key point of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics is "cognition". This principle emphasizes and highlights
the role of people, and it tells us that the students themselves play a crucial part in the perception of reality and the acquisition of language. Firstly, the subject of perception in the real situation is human, and secondly, the subject of language acquisition is human. The real world and the language are not directly related, but are connected through the mediating effect of "people". Language, as the product of human society, is developed on the basis of people’s realistic
perception of external things and environment, and communication needs. This emphasizes the important role of human
and reflects the humanistic view in Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics. People are subjects with subjective initiative, and
their active role in language input and output is great, and has a rising trend, which provides us with an enlightenment to
solve the problems of English writing teaching, that is arousing students’ initiative, and makes students’ subjective acceptance and output more important.
2.1.3.3 Language
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Language, as the third point of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, is acquired after human experience of reality and
human subjective perception. The corresponding form in English writing is the language output. Corresponding to writing teaching is the output of English language knowledge and thoughts.

2.2 Meta-cognitive strategy
Meta-cognition was put forward by Fravel in the 1970s. Briefly, Meta-cognition is the cognition of one’s own cognitive process. And it is a typical learning strategy, which means to effectively monitor the students’ own cognitive processes and results. And meta-cognitive strategy can be divided into three main strategies: planning strategy, monitoring
strategy and regulation strategy. It means that students plan their own learning processes and results, students monitor
their learning processes and regulate their learning strategies and methods according to their previous learning results.

2.3 Corrective feedback
“Corrective feedback refers to the feedback of language errors made by language learners in oral or written output
in a second language”[3] , which is an important element of the formative assessment process. This theory emphasizes
timely, specific, understandable, actionable and timely feedback. Chinese students study English as a foreign language.
They have kinds of problems in English writing more or less, therefore English teachers can get relevant correction
methods from the corrective feedback theory.

3. Problem identification
Before discussion, we must find out problems that exist in English writing and writing teaching. And next, the following part is mainly about these issues.

3.1 Problems in English writing
For most Chinese students, English is a foreign language and most of them have never been exposed to English
since childhood, and it’s no doubt that Chinese students will encounter various problems when they learn it. Here we
will focus on some problems that Chinese students often have in English writing.

3.1.1 Writing anxiety
Due to the strangeness of foreign language and other reasons, most Chinese students are more or less anxious in
English writing, which has become an important factor affecting students’ English writing, and English writing anxiety
has hindered students’ English output to a great extent. However, many teachers do not pay attention to students’ writing
anxiety, which is the reason why students’ writing level has not been improved for a long time. Writing anxiety here
mainly refers to students’ anxiety and fear of English writing output due to their strangeness and fear of foreign languages and the lack of their own views. For English teachers, in writing teaching, students’ anxiety about English writing ought to be the focus of teaching, and the teacher would pay attention to how to reduce writing anxiety, so that other
aspects of writing can be taught.

3.1.2 Inappropriate wiring material
The determination of writing materials is the primary factor of writing. The appropriateness of writing materials is
an important factor for students to write well, while the inappropriateness of writing materials is also a significant factor
for students to write hard. There are various sources of composition materials, some from real life, some from hot news,
some from textbooks and some from other composition topics. One of the reasons why students cannot write well is that
the writing material is out of touch with the actual words. And we often say that good exam is equivalent to half success.
This shows the importance of writing material examination, and it can be seen that many students’ writing failure come
from the improper examination, so the teacher should pay more attention to writing material examination.

3.1.3 English foundation
Weak foundation of English is one of the important factors that leads to student’ poor writing skills. And weak
foundation of English is also the cause of students’ writing anxiety. Due to the limited input of basic English knowledge
and other knowledge, students are likely to be unable to write well because of the limited or uncertain English vocabu48 | Yu Zhang
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lary, grammar and long sentences. At the same time, due to the limitation of ideas, it is difficult to write a high-level
composition for many students, so this is the negative impact of limited input of English knowledge and other subject
knowledge on English writing.

3.1.4 Students’ writing motivation
Students’ learning motivation is a main factor that affects learning effect. Similarly, students’ English writing motivation is also a factor of students’ English writing difficulties. Because of their weak motivation in English writing,
students usually will not spend a lot of time on the aspect of learning, and will unconsciously adopt an attitude of rejection when they learn writing. Generally speaking, active learning attitude will bring better learning effect. Therefore, in
English writing, teachers should strike to enhance students’ learning motivation and writing motivation, so as to improve students’ initiative.

3.2 Problems in writing teaching
Teachers and students, as the subjects of interaction, play a significant role in the classroom. Students are usually
recipients and inquirers of language, while teachers play a leading role in the classroom, and the impact of teachers
leading role should not be ignored, students’ academic achievements cannot be separated from teachers’ teaching. But it
can be seen that quite a few English teachers still have some problems in the teaching of English writing.

3.2.1 Lack of flexibility in teaching
Writing teaching is not easy, and students’ writing level cannot be improved quickly, which is why some teachers
spend less time on writing. In addition, the lack of flexibility in teachers’ teaching also causes students to be unable to
learn the real knowledge. Some teachers, in order to deal with the exam, simply ask students to keep a recitation about
model essays, filling fixed sentences or copying the model essays only. These inflexible ways not only lead to students’
weak knowledge, but also intensify their inertia. And student’s principal role and teachers’ leading role in class
can’t be brought into play.

3.2.2 Inappropriate assessment
Comment is a kind of evaluation on the merits and demerits of students’ works after the completion of writing.
Teachers’ comments on students’ compositions and problems pointed out are helpful to students’ correction. But if the
teacher’s evaluation method is inappropriate, it will not play a great role in improving students’ writing level. For example, teachers’ delayed comments, superficial comments or inappropriate ways, will not improve students’ writing
level in-depth.

4. Corresponding strategies
Here, based on the above problems and relevant theories, some corresponding solutions are proposed as follows.

4.1 Pay attention to students’ emotion
In addition to students’ learning method, students’ emotion are also the main factor affecting students’ learning results. First of all, teachers should help students eliminate their writing anxiety. After negative emotions are eliminated,
students will not be afraid of writing, so that they can express themselves better and more fluently and think clearly.
Embodied-cognitive linguistics emphasizes the concept of humanism, which suggests that teachers keep a watchful eye
on the subjective role of students while teaching, and take the attitude of student-oriented, and it includes the concern of
students’ learning emotion, therefore the attention to students’ emotions is one important factor which is beneficial to
writing teaching. In the teaching of English writing, teachers should pay attention to students’ anxiety and other negative emotional factors. Teachers should take measures to eliminate or reduce these negative emotional factors, and
strengthen positive emotional factors. For example, after paying attention to students’ writing anxiety, teachers should
not rush to teaching, but find out the causes of students’ anxiety, and then take targeted measures, for example, teachers
can relieve students’ anxiety and rejection of writing through game teaching. Which are important is to create a relaxed
environment for students.
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4.2 Appropriate materials
After reducing students’ anxiety, the appropriateness of writing materials will also affects students’ writing
achievements. Appropriate writing materials can give students something to say. On the basis of the principle of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics: “reality-cognition-language”, Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics emphasizes “experience”,
and the materials for writing should be real to students. It tells us that the testers and teachers should focus their writing
materials on students’ daily life experience, and dig out materials from students’ lives, so that students can have something to say and feelings to write. Similarly, teachers can create relevant situations in writing teaching, as far as possible
to let students feel “experienced”. In addition, this research argues that students can experience extracurricular activities
properly and learning from reality is more important. Due to the limited time, teachers can classify the writing materials,
extract classic and representative themes for practical experience, so as to carry out "classroom" teaching, improve
flexibility and abandon rote teaching method.

4.3 Improving students’ English basis
The role of students’ basic English knowledge in writing cannot be ignored. It is a normal phenomenon that many
students find it difficult to write in English or write better English compositions due to the limitation of vocabulary and
grammar. This requires teachers to focus on students’ basic English level and classify students’ common mistakes, so as
to make in-depth explanation and training for them. When teaching vocabulary and grammar, teachers should strive to
create a relaxed and pleasant atmosphere, such as inserting more games into teaching, so that students can have better
sentences in writing after mastering English knowledge.

4.4 Strengthen students’ writing motivation
One of the reasons why many students spend too much time on writing without promotion is that they lack motivation to write. Teachers should always keep a watchful eye on students’ learning motivation and help students adjust their
motivation according to the changes of students’ motivation. And under the guidance of meta-cognitive theory, teachers
can help students learn to self-monitor and standardize the writing process, so that students can learn to plan their own
writing before writing, monitor writing problems in writing, and reflect and adjust writing afterwards. Meta-cognitive
strategies are applied to the whole process of writing and meta-cognitive strategies are used to adjust the motivation of
writing.

4.5 Change the way of comment
Teachers’ evaluation can also have an impact on students’ learning motivation, as well as writing. Improper evaluation methods can arouse students’ resentment, thus affecting their writing, and vice versa. It is necessary that teachers
should change the way of writing evaluation appropriately. Instead of giving only one score, they should pay attention
to student's progress, writing highlights and writing ideas. It is also good to read great compositions aloud in class, and
also read some beautiful sentences or praise that are written by students in class, even if the whole article was not very
well. This is a way to praise students’ writing and keeping them motivated. Teachers should not only pay attention to
syntax, but also explore students’ writing ideas and pay attention to students’ emotions and reasons for their setbacks, do
not deny students’ value, and guide students’ self-regulation after writing.

4.6 Timely and corrective feedback
After students’ practice, teachers should give timely corrective feedback. And of course, specific feedback and
some suggestion are needed. Besides, there can be peer feedback in class, but it is better for teachers to take indirect
corrective feedback and pay close attention to students’ confidence and enthusiasm, instead of restraining students’ enthusiasm. And teachers should try his or her best to adopt feedback methods that students can understand and accept.

5. Conclusion
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Writing learning is very important in foreign language learning, and good works must be the joint efforts of students and teachers. However, many Chinese teachers and students still have problems in teaching and learning English
writing.. Under the guidance of Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, meta-cognitive strategies and corrective feedback
theory, this research proposes corresponding strategies in English writing teaching. This research proposes strategies
from the perspective of “experience” and “humanism” emphasized by Embodied-Cognitive Linguistics, from the perspective of self-monitoring and self-regulation of meta-cognitive strategies, and from the perspective of corrective
feedback. This research still has lots of deficiency, but I hope it will help writing teaching.
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1. Contemporary connotation and research significance of craftsmanship
spirit
Craftsmanship spirit is an indispensable spiritual driving force for social development. Therefore, it is necessary to
clarify the contemporary connotation and research significance in order to explore the cultivation methods.

1.1 The contemporary connotation
The integration between industry and education is a training mode for schools and enterprises and guided by the
national strategies. In this mode, the craftsmanship spirit is a dedicated spirit of being willing to study, being moral and
loving the job, and also it is a high level of self-cultivation, moral character and professional value orientation.

1.2 The research significance
In 2020, the COVID-19 epidemic was rampant, the economy was hit hard, and the employment pressure was increasing. The government implemented a series of policies, especially in the field of higher vocational education, such
as continuously promoting the reform of “three education reform”. By expanding the enrollment of higher vocational
education, all these are aimed at stabilizing social development and cultivating the students of all-round development.
In 2020 and 2021, the number of higher vocational education students increased by about 2 million, and notable
achievements were made in the reform of vocational education. With the increase in the number of students, while we
pursue to expanding scale of vocational education, we should pay more attention to the improvement of the quality of
education and the change in the demand for workers in various regions. Adhering to the integration between industry
and education and deepening reform of the integration between industry and education have become a problem that we
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ought to pay long-term attention.

2. The practical problem of the cultivation methods of craftsmanship spirit
under the background of the integration between production and education
Because both school and society levels are crucial in the mode, the cultivation of craftsmanship spirit needs to be
analyzed from two aspects.

2.1 Schools
Each school has different teachers, supporting policies, training programs, etc., so there will be some differences in
the funding situation between schools. Colleges and universities, some of them, will appear less policy support, high
tuition, thus affecting the teaching staff and quality. According to data from the China Higher Vocational Development
Think Tank, as of September 11, 2020, the median budget of 456 public vocational colleges in China varies significantly between provinces and within the same province, which indicates that there are regional differences in the level of
funding.
In order to train craftsmen of big countries and promote the recovery and rise of economy, it is imperative to fully
mobilize all available resources of higher vocational education, increase investment in education and maintain the balanced development of higher vocational education in different regions, instead of cultivating students in isolation.
At present, many higher vocational colleges are deficient in the construction of campus culture, the students’ overall quality is not enough high, the weak initiative for study represents the lack of campus culture construction [1].
Generally speaking, the level of teachers is insufficient. There are few double-position teachers in higher vocational colleges, the teacher recruitment system needs to be updated, and the first-rate recruitment system has not been
formed comprehensively.
Funding is the key to the development of a school. If the fund is not fully used, it will affect the development in
every regard. On the whole, higher vocational colleges are not well funded. The underutilization of funds, the phenomenon of staff seeking profit by power and the expansion of higher vocational education have again increased the pressure of fund expenditure. Therefore, higher vocational colleges need to open up more new channels.

2.2 Social factors and the effects on students’ psychology
First of all, the concept of pursuing the intake of knowledge and the high degree of academic qualifications permeates many people in contemporary society, which makes a large number of people despise the position of vocational
education.
Second, colleges and universities need to focus more on students’ mental health, get students to change the way
they think about vocational education and motivate them to make the most of their resources.

3. The realistic methods of cultivating craftsmanship spirit under
the background of integration between production and education
The methods to influence the cultivation of craftsmanship spirit are restricted by the times and need to be developed under the control of the government, which can be divided into three methods: specialty, fund and training mode.

3.1 Specialty settings
On the basis of the policy, regarding their own situation as the standard, Schools should increase or decrease the
major, and change the number of students. Specialties should be set up in line with schools’ own educational level,
supporting local development and adapting to the overall development trend of the country. If the employment rate is
too low, they should be deleted for urgently needed majors, such as medical treatment, which should be expanded and
added. And for a few old or relatively sufficient professionals, the enrollment scale should be adjusted promptly.
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3.2 Use of educational funds
The main sources of funds for higher vocational colleges include financial expenditure, tuition fees, financing and
income. To solve the fund problem of colleges and universities, we must start from the administrators themselves, the
management system and the allocation.
The school strictly defines the financial management mode of the school in accordance with the relevant provisions of the Financial System of Institutions of Higher Learning issued in 2012.
It needs to clear financial budget, financial planning, accounting income and expenditure, to achieve “everything
traceable”.
Managers need to clarify the quantity of school equipment and other materials, timely statistics and replace equipment, so as to avoid waste, repetition or lack of purchase.
Schools should timely adjust the use of funds for more wood behind fewer arrows, special funds dedicated, and effect.
To open up new channels of capital acquisition, to a certain extent, financing, loans, innovation of various cooperation projects, etc.
We should further balance the educational input of different regions and different kinds of higher vocational colleges.
It needs to innovate training models and strengthening school-enterprise cooperation.

3.3 The reform of the three education reform systems
Textbooks, timely organization of scarce and updated textbooks compilation need to be reformed. For newly independent majors, other emerging majors and majors that change greatly with the times, textbooks need to be compiled or
updated in time. At the same time, as for the content form of textbooks, Internet + textbooks can be further used to
deeply integrate electronic books, online courses and other colorful audio, video and graphics with books, so that teachers can teach or students understand more conveniently [2].
In terms of teachers, flexible and merit-based criteria are adopted to select and hire teachers. Among them,
long-term and short-term teaching coexist, focusing on teachers’ skills, experience and quality of character, and putting
down other requirements for highly skilled talents[3]. For some majors that are highly dependent on the updating of
teaching content, we can invite some professionals from major enterprises and other institutions to give lectures and
publicity or conduct short-term communication and teaching. At the same time, for some excellent teachers, schools can
give rewards to enhance teachers’ teaching motivation and confidence.
In teaching method, first of all, teaching and practice should be further integrated. Schools need to find or buy appropriate teaching resources, such as teaching equipment and cooperative projects. To use the latest teaching materials,
make full use of the network resources, and constantly enrich the teaching content, improve the learning interest; Organize students to study in enterprises in turn, closely link the performance of enterprises with the classroom, closely
link the spirit of making perfection more perfect with the cooperation between schools and enterprises, and optimize the
existing assessment system. And teaching and cultural construction should be further integrated. Schools should actively carry out a series of extracurricular activities of skills and training to enhance students, interest in learning and creativity. Finally, schools should attach more importance to students’ mental health, and constantly strengthen the publicity
of vocational education. Higher vocational education lectures or classroom education and other methods are used to
enhance students’ trust in higher vocational education and schools.
Secondly, schools should innovate cooperation projects and cultivate the sense of cooperation. First of all, we
should constantly improve the school-enterprise cooperation projects and stop the cooperation with little achievements
in time. Next, strengthening the supervision of both sides and timely evaluation of the project is conducive to the later
adjustment and improvement of project quality. Finally, enterprises should be aware of the long-term significance of
cooperation with schools, that is, continuously providing talents for the society, increasing the reserve of talents for enterprises, and contributing to the long-term significance of social development.
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4. Conclusion
The spirit of craftsmanship is an important guarantee for the development of enterprises and the spiritual power of
China’s internationalization. The spirit of craftsmanship can not only guarantee students’ livelihood, but also become a
good atmosphere of the society and promote the prosperity and development of the society. However, nowadays many
people lack the spirit of craftsmanship and pursue excessive objectification, which is thought-provoking. Education
cannot develop without educational innovation, and there is still a long way to go to foster the spirit of craftsmanship.
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Abstract: The establishment of teaching and scientific literacy training for business administration majors in universities
is not only related to the implementation quality and level of teaching for business administration majors in universities, but also has an important impact on the training of applied talents in China. In the strategy of rejuvenating the
country through science and education, we should not only explain theoretical knowledge in teaching, but also pay attention to the improvement of students’ practical ability and knowledge application ability, especially in higher vocational colleges, so as to provide high-quality talents for the development of various undertakings in China. Cultivating
high-level and high-quality innovative talents is an important mission shouldered by colleges and universities, and it is
also an urgent need of the development of the times. This paper draws lessons from the advanced educational idea of
results-oriented education, and discusses how to improve the teaching quality, students’ professional skills and students’
adaptation to the future working environment through OBE (Outcome-Based Education) teaching mode, so as to find
out a teaching mode that is more suitable for improving the professional core competence of college business administration students.
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1. Introduction
OBE is the abbreviation of outcome based education. It is an advanced educational concept which emphasizes that
under the premise of clear learning objectives, students actively participate in learning and pay attention to the cultivation of students’ professional quality and acquisition of professional skills[1]. With the rapid development of network
information technology, the marketing environment of enterprises and the concept, behavior and mode of consumers
have undergone unprecedented changes[2]. In this context, it puts forward new challenges to the talent training of Business Administration Major in Colleges and universities. From the current situation of information management professional personnel training in Colleges and universities, it can be seen that the professional ability of information management graduates cannot meet the actual needs of society under the traditional education concept and training mode,
which causes the mismatch between the professional talents of information management and social needs[3]. Business
Administration Major of university is committed to training professional talents with certain basic management ability,
ability to find and solve problems, ability to analyze problems, ability to give feasible and reasonable solutions according to specific problems, team communication ability, lifelong learning ability and other related abilities for enterprises
and society[4]. It is particularly important and necessary to actively explore the practical teaching reform of Business
Administration Specialty Based on the OBE education concept, and to build a practical teaching system of business
admission specialty that meets the needs of the industry and enterprises[5].
Copyright © 2021 Ting Liu
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With the rapid development of social economy, the cultivation of innovative talents is becoming increasingly important and urgent. In the era of Internet big data, higher requirements and challenges are put forward for the cultivation
of information management professionals. The information management major is an interdisciplinary subject, which
requires students’ cross-border integration, innovation ability and practical application ability[6]. OBE education mode is
the practical requirement of China’s higher education to adapt to the development needs of the times, and it’s the only
way to cultivate high skilled and high-quality professional talents for Business Administration Major in colleges and
universities under the background of big data[7]. The era of Internet big data has put forward new requirements for the
cultivation of information management professionals in colleges and universities. The traditional training mode of information management major needs corresponding reform. In the strategy of rejuvenating the country through science
and education, we should not only explain the theoretical knowledge in teaching, but also pay attention to the improvement of students’ practical ability and knowledge application ability, so as to provide high-quality talents for the development of various undertakings in China[8]. Based on the advanced educational concept of achievement oriented education, this paper discusses how to improve the teaching quality and students’ vocational skills and make students adapt
the future working environment through the OBE concept teaching mode, so as to explore a teaching mode more suitable for the promotion of professional core competence of business administration majors.

2. Visualized results of practical teaching reform of business administration
major under the concept of OBE
Learning achievement and learning output are especially emphasized in OBE educational philosophy, which are
the relatively lacking links in Chinese higher education. In recent years, all colleges and universities are actively exploring multi-dimensional talent training programs of application-oriented teaching and practical teaching due to the
change of talent demand of society and enterprises. In the measurement and achievement of learning outcomes, OBE
results orientation pays more attention to the specific situation of individuals, and makes analysis and comparison from
the vertical level, which is a reflection of students’ progress after a certain learning process and steps are completed. The
purpose of practical teaching of business administration major is to cultivate students’ qualities and skills that meet the
needs of enterprises and society. Therefore, the practical teaching conducted by introducing OBE education concept will
aim at the final results, and reverse derivation will be made from the goal to design the practical teaching scheme with
realize ability and goal. Innovative talents are not only good at breaking the inherent mindset, opening up new ideas and
flexibly thinking about the path to solve problems, but also applying new ideas to practical work and making new
achievements. Considering that the practice teaching of business administration major is mainly based on simulation, it
is more necessary to design the practice teaching process scientifically, pragmatically and efficiently, and the setting of
practice teaching content should be fully integrated with the industry and connected with the actual posts, so as to meet
the actual needs of the industry and enterprises[9]. On the basis of OBE educational philosophy, it is an ideal way to realize practical teaching by exchanging the positions of teachers and students, taking students as the center, and making
teaching plans and teaching schemes that meet students’ goals. OBE concept education model can transform this theoretical knowledge into practical ability that students can master it. And at the same time, in the process of assessing
teaching achievements, it can reflect the true situation of students’ learning achievements by constructing diversified
assessment models.
The important idea of OBE concept is to emphasize continuous improvement, which requires the continuity of improvement that should be reflected in all links and levels of teaching, and the result orientation of teaching should be
emphasized. In the practical teaching of business administration major, schools and teachers should take into account all
the factors that affect the practical teaching activities, recognize the present situation of practical teaching, find out the
problems of practical teaching and find out the rules of practical teaching. OBE educational philosophy aims at students’ learning achievements and cultivates students’ learning goals. Therefore, according to the requirements of business administration training objectives, in the ideological and political reform of management, project management and
other courses, the OBE concept is based on students’ achievement-oriented curriculum design, and the business adminModern Management Forum
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istration training standards reached by students are clearly defined. In OBE teaching philosophy, periodic achievements
evaluation and feedback can be carried out, so that problems in practical teaching can be timely corrected and irreversible achievements mistakes can be avoided. Such ideas and practices are also in line with the working standards of enterprises and the requirements for employees, so they have important guiding significance for practical teaching or theoretical teaching.

3. Suggestions on promoting practice teaching reform of business administration specialty based on OBE concept
3.1 Strengthen the horizontal cooperation of industry, university and research
institute
The purpose of practical teaching is to meet the needs of society and enterprises for talents. Therefore, the construction of practical teaching should be combined with enterprises and employers to build production, teaching and
research projects, so as to achieve a targeted goal and cultivate practical talents who can meet the needs of enterprises
and society. Nowadays, the ratio of students to teachers in Colleges and universities is unreasonable, especially in the
case of serious shortage of double qualified teachers, it is difficult for the school to carry out fine management of the
practice teaching process. The effective solution is to fully mobilize the enthusiasm of students to participate in the
process of practical teaching and improve their ability of self-management. The training goal is the basic basis for constructing professional knowledge structure, forming curriculum system and carrying out teaching activities. In the Internet era, with the rapid development of information technology, business management major also needs innovative
talents who are good at dealing with the era of big data[10]. Therefore, the practice teaching of business administration
can help build the platform of “Internet plus education”, give full play to the advantages of low cost, strong interactivity
and high integration of resources in Internet information technology, and innovate the practice teaching mode and
method. In order to better assist the professional teachers to improve the teaching level and students’ learning effect, it
is necessary to make full use of the OBE education mode.
Based on the OBE teaching concept, the reconstruction of practical teaching results should be carried out from the
perspective of the cultivation of students’ professional knowledge application ability and professional quality. In the
process of explaining knowledge to students, students should be able to understand, remember and master the scientific
process of the corresponding knowledge. In the actual teaching process, teachers should also pay attention to the optimization of their own teaching methods and methods. In practice, teachers should change the situation of passive
teaching. Therefore, it is necessary for colleges and universities to systematically construct the growth program system
of each student, so as to be able to effectively focus on students and formulate practical teaching programs that meet
their own conditions and social needs. In the evaluation mechanism, we can also increase the way of students’
self-evaluation and mutual evaluation. Through multi-angle assessment and evaluation, we can get more objective student learning results.

3.2 Enrich practice teaching environment
The practical teaching of business administration major in colleges and universities must be able to follow the actual market environment before it has practical significance. Therefore, the school or the major should actively sign
practice and practice bases with various types of enterprises and units. The main purpose of talent training in universities is to provide more skilled talents for the society. In order to achieve this goal, teachers should fully supplement the
missing knowledge in books in the process of explaining the theories of business administration. Traditional practice
teaching mainly focuses on teacher evaluation, and the evaluation subject is relatively single. To a certain extent, the
result in the subjectivity of evaluation cannot play a good role in evaluation. The ultimate goal of practical teaching
of business administration major is to improve students’ professional ability and overall quality, and make student be
competent for various social and enterprise requirements in the future[11]. However, at present, most of the business administration teaching and practice teaching adopt a one-size-fits-all approach to students’ assessment, which lacks
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staged and diversified assessment, and cannot simply measure students’ learning ability and personal comprehensive
quality by their academic achievements. According to OBE’s educational philosophy, in the evaluation process of practical teaching, business administration majors should establish a whole process, a diversified and open evaluation system to realize a comprehensive, fair and objective evaluation of students’ practical ability.
Enterprises should consider consumers’ behavior in the process of formulating and implementing marketing strategies, and regard it as the core of marketing strategies. Table 1 shows the correspondence between marketing elements
and consumers.
Table 1. Correspondence between marketing elements and consumers
Marketing requirements

Consumer issues

Products

Can the product meet the needs of consumers

Promotion

How to promote consumers’ desire to buy

Pricing

How does price promote consumption behaviour

Channel

The influence of channels on consumers’ purchase behaviour

In the process of classroom teaching design, based on the result-oriented thinking of OBE concept, appropriate
teaching methods and means are selected for courses with different contents and properties to ensure the realization of
training objectives. In the actual operation process, teachers’ evaluation methods and status remain unchanged, but in
terms of evaluation content, students’ evaluation mechanism is added. Through students’ self-evaluation and mutual
evaluation, students’ participation enthusiasm can be fully mobilized to help them improve their thinking ability and
judgment level. The reform of evaluation system should be a process of continuous improvement. According to the
training objectives and graduation requirements, the teaching and evaluation system should be constantly revised and
improved through feedback information such as teaching and practice links. The curriculum of business administration
majors organizes the teaching contents according to the logical structure of disciplines. The basic courses account for a
large proportion, while the professional courses account for a small proportion, especially the professional practical
courses involving students’ practical ability account for even less. In order to improve the skill level of students majoring in business administration, teachers should carry out some practical training after carrying out the basic theoretical
teaching content. Teachers can also use information technology to simulate some cases of business management scheme
design, and then let students participate in case study and scheme production training or competition activities. In this
way, students’ interest in learning can be greatly improved, and then their practical ability can be improved.

4. Conclusions
Under the background of mobile Internet, it has become an important challenge for business administration majors
in colleges and universities to cultivate comprehensive talents with practical ability and decision-making ability, and the
reform and continuous improvement of practical teaching are imperative. In the reform of practical teaching, it is necessary to change the situation that teachers give priority to and students receive passively. In this case, it is necessary for
colleges and universities to systematically build a growth plan system for each student, so as to effectively take students
as the center and formulate practical teaching plans that meet their own conditions and meet social needs. In the era of
increasingly fierce employment competition, the core of how to improve the employment ratio of business administration majors, enhance the market competitiveness of graduates of this major, and establish a good reputation of graduates
of this major in enterprises and society is to enhance the core professional ability of graduates of this major. According
to OBE’s educational philosophy, in the evaluation process of practical teaching, business administration majors should
establish a whole process, diversified and open evaluation system to realize a comprehensive, fair and objective evaluation of students' practical ability. In order to effectively meet the actual needs of society, colleges and universities should
take the initiative to reform the training mode of information management professionals based on OBE concept, so as to
improve students’ professional quality and employment competitiveness.
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Abstract: Improving the level of primary school class management can effectively adapt to the development of modern basic education in China; as an efficient means of class management, educational incentives are effective for students’ academic progress, teacher professionalism, class management efficiency, friendly teacher-student relationship,
and school innovation and development. There’s important meaning. Through the analysis of the current situation of the
application of educational incentive mechanism in elementary school class management, in view of the problems of
teachers who have not fully mastered the incentive mechanism, the incentive strategy does not meet the needs of students and the single incentive model, etc. It is proposed that re-education improves teachers’ comprehensive ability in
class management, teaching students in accordance with their aptitude to strengthen communication between teachers
and students, changing the way of thinking to promote the diversification of incentive methods.
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1. Introduction
Class is the basic unit of school education and the main place for students and teachers to communicate. Class
management, as a purposeful and planned social activity, is the fundamental guarantee for achieving educational goals
and improving teaching quality. Primary school students are still young in age and qualifications, and they are in a crucial period of world outlook, outlook on life, and value formation[1]. The success of class management directly affects
students’ physical and mental development, academic performance and moral quality, and it’s also determines teacher-student relationship and class atmosphere, as well as the overall development of school education and teaching.
In modern society, with the continuous development and innovation of educational incentive theory, educational
incentive mechanism has gradually replaced the traditional management model and has become one of the commonly
used class management methods for teachers[2]. Scientific and effective incentive strategies can stimulate students’ intrinsic motivation and potential abilities to a large extent, promote students’ autonomous learning, improve class management efficiency and ultimately realize student autonomy[3]. At present, educational incentive mechanism still has
many challenges in the management of elementary school classes; therefore, it is of great significance to research the
application of incentive mechanism by elementary school teachers in class management and to put forward reasonable
suggestions[4].

2 The application status and existing problems of educational incentive in
primary school class management
Copyright © 2021 Linzhi Tao
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According to relevant literature records, the initial motivation theory was put forward by Western scholars in the
early 20th century, and the initial research on motivation theory in my country began in the 1980s, and the initial research object was aimed at enterprise employees; it was in the 1990s that the motivation theory was introduced into the
education sector, and then continued to grow and develop[5]. In recent years, the application of motivation theory
knowledge has penetrated into the management of all walks of life in our country, and has achieved remarkable results.
However, due to the differences in national conditions and actual conditions in various countries, we cannot copy the
research results of Western motivation theory[6]. There are still some problems with the application of educational incentive mechanism in elementary school class management due to China lacks a systematic incentive theory system.

2.1 Teachers do not fully grasp the incentive mechanism
Some teachers’ motivation theory is not solid, their opinions are one-sided, and their concepts and methods of use
are not clear. They cannot effectively distinguish the difference between “motivation” and “encouragement”. There are
also teachers who only understand and use incentives from the motivation level of educational psychology, without
combining management knowledge, and lack of comprehensive professional capabilities. Because there is no professional theory support, it is impossible to scientifically and efficiently use educational incentive mechanism to make it
play a real role in class management, which is not conducive to the sound development of primary school class management[7]. For example, some teachers blindly use positive incentives in motivation, only knowing encouragement and
praise, but they do not combine negative incentives to let students learn to grow and improve themselves.

2.2 Motivation strategies do not meet the specific needs of students
Firstly, the use of educational incentive mechanisms in some schools is only a forma of content, so the incentive
effect is weak. Secondly, teachers cannot take care of everyone due to face a large number of students. What’s more,
teachers often encourage only a small number of outstanding students. However, elementary school students attach
great importance to the evaluation of teachers, and the imbalance of incentives will give others psychological pressure
and gap, which is not conducive to the formation of class unity and good atmosphere. Thirdly, there is little in-depth
communication between teachers and students which lacks of individualized and personalized teaching, and insufficient
understanding of the specific needs of students. Therefore, teachers’ motivation strategies are often different from what
students expect. And the motivation effect will be greatly reduced, which will produce a vicious circle in the long run[8].

2.3 Single incentive model and lack of innovation
First of all, as a relatively traditional mode of motivation, teachers tend to choose students with excellent academic
performance in the class as their role models. But the target is single, the teacher just regards academic performance as
the only criterion, and lacks encouragement for students with expertise in other fields. If the role model has been out of
reach, its incentive effect will gradually decrease, which is not conducive to the comprehensive development of students
in all aspects and multiple fields, and the formation of class cohesion.
Secondly, as one of the most convenient motivation methods, language motivation is hardly restricted by places
and other conditions. However, the motivational language content of teachers is single, mostly simple praise, without
in-depth explanation of the reason, and the content is repeated. Over time, students will become fatigued and less motivated[9].
Finally, teachers did not closely combine internal and external co-motivation, positive and negative co-motivation,
human-based fair co-motivation, and individual collective co-motivation. The use of various incentive methods is affected by traditional management models and lack of innovation.

3. Countermeasures and suggestions for the use of incentive mechanism in
primary school class management
3.1 Re-education to improve teachers’ comprehensive ability in class manage62 | Linzhi Tao
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ment
The scientific nature of class management largely depends on the professional quality of teachers, so it is imperative to strengthen the comprehensive ability of primary school teachers and build a team of high-quality teachers. What
needs to be clearly clarified is that class management is not only aimed at the primary school head teacher, but all
teachers should also have the ability to assist. In addition, teachers must not only improve the professional competence
in education and teaching, but also strengthen the organization of students, evaluation, communication, management
and other aspects of capacity.
On the one hand, schools should regularly organize teacher learning, exchanges, relevant course training and assessments to help them consolidate theoretical knowledge and improve class management skills. On the other hand,
teachers should take the initiative to learn laws and regulations, incentive theories and professional knowledge of class
management. Through multi-field and multi-level research, they can enhance ideological realm and comprehensive
ability. And in practice, according to the characteristics of students, classes gradually improve the incentive mechanism by accumulated experience, continuous exploration and improvement.

3.2 Teach students in accordance with their aptitude and strengthen communication between teachers and students
Scientific motivational strategies should be carried out after understanding the personality characteristics and specific needs of students. The most efficient way is to communicate with students in depth. Studies have shown that most
students expect teachers’ evaluation and emotional communication, so they pay more attention to students’ psychological ideas. Therefore, strengthening the two-way communication between teachers and students is particularly crucial.
Teachers can communicate with each student privately on a regular basis, discover and solve the difficulties encountered by students in time, and continuously encourage and improve students’ subjective initiative.
Secondly, every student has different characteristics in personality, ideas and interests, because the growth environment and experience are various. Therefore, teachers should be student-oriented, respect students’ differences, protect students’ self-esteem and self-confidence, and teach students in accordance with their aptitudes[10]. Various incentive strategies are used for different students in order to maximize their potential. For example, when talking with
different students, they emphasize diverse content and language expressions, corresponding plans and target direction
guidance according to the learning situation of different students.

3.3 Change thinking and promote diversification of incentive methods
3.3.1 Diversify role model incentives
Models can be used as a beacon to guide students in the direction of progress. Diversification of role models can
guide students to comprehensive development. First of all, the main task of teachers is to teach and educate people, and
their words and deeds directly affect student behavior and class atmosphere. Therefore, teachers need to do a good role
model, establish a good image for students, and take the lead. Secondly, teachers can select outstanding behaviors, high
moral character, excellent academic performance, obvious learning progress, professional skills and expertise in different fields of morality, intelligence, physical education and labor as student role models to encourage students to follow
and try to be a part of them. Finally, not limited to the school, teachers can take the outstanding deeds and figures in
society as the role model objects of students, learn their character and ideas and inspire students to improve themselves
with the overall situation and development perspective.

3.3.2 Diversify emotional motivation methods
On the one hand, teachers should be good at using the art of language, always pay attention to the state and physical and mental development of students, communicate with students with sincere and warm words. They need to be
positive when their students are doing well and, and guide them to correct their mistakes. In teaching, teachers can attach importance to rigidity and flexibility together, as well as combine the positive and negative incentives effectively.
On the other hand, teachers can use non-verbal skills such as expressions and movements to convey affirmative and
supportive eyes to students, so that students can feel encouragement and care. The relationship between teachers and
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students will become more intimate through above methods.

3.3.3 Target encourages diversification of content
First of all, teachers can give full play to the initiative of students according to the overall situation of the class, let
students participate in the formulation of the overall goal of the class collective, and enhance class cohesion. Secondly,
teachers can formulate the overall goal of individual struggle according to the different situations of each student, and
help each student to have a clear plan. Then, in accordance with each student’s overall goal, teacher can assist them in
setting their own milestones, familiarizing themselves with their own development plans and constantly striving for
them. Finally, teachers should be able to evaluate the achievement of their students’ and class’s goals, so that everyone
can feel the results of their own efforts, learn from experiences and make continuous progress.

4. Conclusion
In summary, the rational use of educational incentive mechanisms can effectively improve the level of class management and promote the development of modern basic education in China. Facing the existing problems, elementary
school teachers need to take education motivation theory as the guiding philosophy, uphold the principle of fairness and
justice, respect the differences of students, pay attention to teaching in accordance with their aptitude, pay attention to
the psychology of students, strengthen communication with students and stimulate students’ vitality and creativity. In
addition, we anticipate that they can improve the incentive mechanism through the joint action of teachers and students
to raise the efficiency and level of class management.
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Abstract: In senior high school English teaching, students make various errors in the process of learning English, and
these errors are a way for learners to test their assumptions about the nature of the language they have learnt. Therefore, by analyzing students’ errors through error analysis, we can get feedback, effectively understand students’ learning
condition, check the teaching effect, effectively improve the teaching method, and then reduce or avoid students making
mistakes in English, so as to effectively improve the English writing level of Chinese high school students.
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1. Introduction
In the process of learning language, it is avoidable to make errors. But when we analyze the errors, recognize the
mistakes, and find out the reasons why learners make these errors, we can provide some implications to pedagogy according to language learners’ psychology. The previous research mainly focused on the study of errors in writing, and
less on other types, so this paper in the perspective of error analysis, based on grammar cloze provides some implications to pedagogy. The error analysis method in this paper mainly refers to the method which analyzes errors formed in
the process of learning second language. The application of error analysis can enhance the learners’ understanding of a
language, which can be of great help to English teaching.

2. The view of the error analysis method and its significance
In 1967, S. Pit Corder, the British applied linguist, inspired by errors in native language learning, then Corder published his article “The Significance of Learner’s Errors”, which calls on applied linguists to focus on second language(L2) learner’s errors not as “bad habits” to be eradicated, but as sources of insight into the learning processes.
Corder claimed that the making of errors is significant because it is the part of the learning process itself: “a way the
learner has of testing his hypothesis about the nature of the language he is learning.”[1] This includes testing whether
aspects of existing first language knowledge can be used in the L2. Errors are thus a sign that the learner is (perhaps
unconsciously) exploring the new system rather than just experiencing “interference” from old habits.
Corder(1971) divided “errors” into “competence errors” and “performance errors”. According to “competence errors”, he subdivided them into “intralingual errors” and “interlingual errors”. On the one hand, as far as Corder was
concerned, “intralingual errors” were also called “developmental errors”. At this stage, learners have known some
grammatical rules of the second language, but they overgeneralized them, which was not influenced by the native language but by the learning process of the new language due to incomplete mastery of it. On the other hand, “interlingual
errors” were “transfer errors”. When the second language learners’ native language was close to the target language,
positive transfer would have a great influence on the output of the target language. However, if the learners’ native lanCopyright © 2021 Ruiming Guo
doi: 10.18686/mmf.v5i1.3297
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guage was far from the target language, negative transfer would happen and which would hinder the production of second language[2].

3. A study of error analysis on grammar cloze
3.1 Interlingual errors
Jaszczolt (1995) and Taylor (1997) found that at the original period of second language acquisition, interlingual
transfer is a major reason in errors for L2 learners. Target language interference, also known as interlingual transfer, is
an error that learners make false assumptions based on the input of target language. Interlingual errors are caused by the
influence of the regular characteristics of mother tongue language, which is caused by the transfer of mother tongue to
the target language. This can be divided into positive transfer and negative transfer. The positive transfer of the mother
tongue makes the learning of the target language continue to improve, but the negative transfer of the mother tongue
interferes with the learning of the target language. As a large number of English grammar learning stage in the high
school, negative transfer of mother tongue is the main reason for students to make errors. Negative transfer is the transfer of linguistic features between languages in the speech repertoire of a bilingual or multilingual individual, whether
from first (“L1”) to second (“L2”), second to first or many other relationships. It is most commonly discussed in the
context of English language learning and teaching, but in any case, when someone does not have a native language
command, such as when translated into a second language, it can happen. For example, “There climate last week
warm.” “There climate” is a direct translation of mother tongue which would be used in this context.

3.2 Intralingual errors
Interlingual errors are considered development errors and often represent incomplete learning of second language
rules or overgeneralization of them. On the one hand, applicable generalization can promote English learning. On the
other hand, students often create many wrong sentences through their understanding of English structure. When learning English, learners employ overgeneralization to deal with new problems. Students are prone to employ the language
rules they have acquired in a new circumstance or a greater scale, without considering other possible exceptions.
Therefore, overgeneralization in English learning strategies has become a major cause of errors. For example, “The
weather is been very hot in the Washington D.C.” In this sentence, (1) use of “is” instead of “has” with “been” (intralingual/ development error). This is evidence that the speaker/ writer is learning the English auxiliary verb system, but hasn’t yet mastered the distinction between forms of “be” and “have”, which doesn’t exist in Chinese. (2) Use
of “the” with a place name (intralingual/ development error). This is evidence that the speaker/ writer is learning to use
articles in front of nouns (sometimes articles are used in Chinese) but hasn’t yet learned that they don’t occur before
most place names.

4. Implication
4.1 Learning differences between two languages
English and Chinese belong to two different language systems, because English belongs to the Indo-European
language family while Chinese belongs to the Sino-Tibetan language family. There are great differences in the structure
of tones, shapes and sentences between the two languages. English sentences emphasize hypotaxis while Chinese sentences emphasize parataxis. The two languages are very different, and if there is no contrast, students can easily make
mistakes because of interlingual errors. In addition, since the environment in which students grow up is the mother
tongue, the influence of the mother tongue is deeply rooted, which makes it more difficult for students to learn English.
In the classroom, teachers can use comparative analysis to summarize the differences between English and Chinese in
the sentence structure, trying to find a solution to the negative transfer of mother tongue, so that students can master
English more easily. If this is to be done, teachers should actively study grammar, chapter structure, thinking style and
other aspects, not only to make students know the cause of their errors, but also to enable them to know how to correct
66 | Ruming Guo
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errors. What’s more, as English teachers, In order to cope with the educational reform, teachers can arrange a subject
each semester for students to study, because the active input enhances degree of internalization. Therefore, the research
topic can not only enable students to master the subject more comprehensive knowledge, but also exercise students’
ability to summarize, think, collaborate and write. For example, the English-Chinese differences can be one of the subjects.

4.2 Emphasis on discourse teaching
Intralingual errors are general characteristic errors that reflect learning rules, such as generalizations of errors, incomplete application of rules, and conditions that fail to learn the rule to apply. Development errors show that learners
try to establish assumptions about their limited experience in the class or textbooks. Overgeneralization covers examples created by learners based on its experience with other structures in the target language and wrong structures. In the
curriculum reform, more and more emphasis on the importance of the discourse as a whole, in the college entrance examination are mainly to the discourse as the point of study. Therefore, the teaching should emphasize the discourse. In
teaching, teachers should pay attention to leading students to understand the emotional attitude of discourse, and teach
students to understand the use of grammar under this premise. In addition, understanding discourse requires not only
understanding the differences between Chinese and English, but also a large number of inputs as a stepping stone.
Therefore, teachers can arrange after-school essay appreciation, one or two lessons a week to allow students to share
with each other. In this way, teachers can pay attention to the students’ discourse grasp in real time, and can observe the
difficulties of students’ understanding of discourse from the students’ perspective and adjust the whole teaching progress.

4.3 Improving learners’ strategy
Teachers should improve students’ learning strategies. As fresh English learners, junior middle school students
rarely adopt effective learning strategies. They tend to learn a foreign language in regard to native language, or entirely
rely on teachers to correct their errors. Therefore, teachers should supply appropriate strategies for students in accordance with textbooks and students’ characteristics. Therefore, teachers should provide students with measurable strategies on the basis of textbooks and students’ characteristics. What’s more, teachers should also adopt the diverse learning
strategies on different learners.

4.4 Strengthening teachers’ skills
Teachers should strengthen their abilities. Another source of students’ errors directly comes from teachers, such as
teachers’ false pronunciations and misinterpretations that can exercise a negative impact on English learners. Furthermore, it is often difficult to change error. Nevertheless, teachers should continually improve their abilities and promote
their qualities.

4.5 Viewing errors positively
Teachers should keep a positive attitude toward students’ mistakes. The making of errors is significant because it is
the part of the learning process itself: “a way the learner has of testing his hypothesis about the nature of the language
he has learned”. Therefore, teachers could make full use of the learners’ feedback. In the teaching process, teachers
should actively adopt effective measures to minimize the occurrence of errors, and take appropriate equivalent strategies.
How can we effectively improve the teaching strategies and avoid or reduce learner errors? The author argues three levels: learners, learning content and teachers.
(1) Teachers must have a comprehensive understanding of students. On this basis, teachers can create an active
atmosphere and teaching input which could bring benefits to learners. Teachers also need to master certain psychological knowledge and second language acquisition theory to understand how learners conduct language learning, and how
to use the previous knowledge to promote the new knowledge.
(2) Teachers must grasp the content of learning, and be able to understand which learning content will be the obModern Management Forum
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stacle for learners, so as to take active measures, such as where to strengthen exercises.
(3) Teachers must also understand which external factors (such as teaching methods and reference books) can
cause in difficulties for learners.

5. Conclusion
Error analysis method is an effective way to master students’ learning condition, and also a way for teachers to
examine teaching. Teachers can grasp students’ learning status and adjust teaching progress timely after in depth study
of students’ errors. The study of students’ errors is not only conducive to the improvement of students’ English performance and English application ability, but also can temper the teaching ability of English teachers. Through a long-term
of empirical research, educators have found that error analysis method is an important way to further improve foreign
language learning and it has a positive effect on current students’ English learning. Therefore, English teachers should
actively and correctly face students’ errors and analyze the actual condition of students’ English learning and the lack of
teachers themselves in teaching activities through the study of students’ errors.
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1. English phonetics teaching
As the name suggests, contrastive analysis is also known as contrastive research. Its task is to carry out synchronic
contrastive research on two or more languages, describe their similarities and differences, especially their differences,
and apply this kind of research to other fields[1]. Linguists have found that most of the errors of foreign language learners are caused by the interference of the learner’s mother tongue, namely, negative transfer. Therefore, they thought that
if learners’ mother tongue was compared with the target language, learners’ possible difficulties could be predicted, that
is, the possible negative transfer of learners could be predicted. In this way, targeted teaching can ultimately achieve the
purpose of reducing learners’ mistakes, which is the origin of comparative analysis. In foreign language teaching, contrastive analysis is not only an important research topic, but also an important research tool, so it has important research
value.
English language skills include listening, speaking, reading and writing, among which listening and speaking are
the first. The premise of listening is to master the correct pronunciation, which is based on the foundation of mastering
English phonetic symbols. Phonics is the foundation of language learning and the most important part of foreign language teaching in the primary stage. Therefore, laying a good foundation of phonetics can help students make rapid
progress in the cultivation of oral and listening comprehension ability. Oral and listening are relatively important links
in students’ language learning in middle and high stages, so phonetics teaching plays a decisive role. Speech is the
means of expression and is the bridge that connecting the listening and speaking ability in communication. When learning English, we usually start with pronunciation first, then we can correctly spell according to the English phonetic
symbols, and produce by “peaking”. Therefore, phonetics teaching becomes one of the important elements of English
language learning.

2. Contrastive analysis
Copyright © 2021 Sha Li
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Contrastive analysis is an approach to the study of SLA which involves predicting and explaining learner problems based on a comparison of L1 and L2 to determine similarities and differences. It was heavily influenced by theories which were dominant in linguistics and psychology within the USA in the 1940s and 1950s, structuralism and behaviorism. The goal of CA was primarily pedagogical in nature: to increase efficiency in L2 teaching and testing.
One of the most important concerns in contrastive analysis theory is the transfer in language acquisition. In the
case of SLA, this means that the transfer of elements acquired or habituated in L1 to the target L2. The transfer is called
positive when the same structure is appropriate in both languages. The transfer is called negative when the L1 structure
is used inappropriately in the L2. The assumption of transfer has a great influence on L2 teaching. Furthermore, following notions in behaviorist psychology, early proponents of CA assumed that language acquisition essentially involves
habit formation in a process of Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement(S-R-R). Learners respond to the stimulus such as
linguistic input, and reinforcement strengthens the response; they imitate and repeat the language that they hear, and
when they are reinforced for that response, learning occurs.
In general, the author will focus on the above two points to illustrate their enlightenment to oral English teaching
in the junior middle school.

3. Language transfer
Language transfer means that in the process of second language acquisition, learners transfer the language forms,
rules and habits of their mother tongue to the second language acquisition when they use the second language. Most
Chinese students are native speakers of Chinese and live in a Chinese environment, so when they learn English as a
second language, they will be more or less influenced by their mother tongue. This also indicates that language transfer
is inevitable in the process of l2 learners’ transfer from their mother tongue to target language.
In the translation from Chinese to English, the Chinese phonetic alphabet has the greatest influence on phonetic
symbols. There are 47 Chinese phonetic alphabets, including 23 initials and 24 finals. While in English, there are 48
phonetic symbols in English, including 20 vowels and 28 consonants. Even though there are great differences in pronunciation parts and other rules between Chinese phonetic alphabet and English phonetic alphabet, there are also great
similarities. As for oral English teaching, as long as we make good use of the influence of positive transfer, we can better master English pronunciation skills, so as to improve the teaching ability.
In Chinese, there are initials and finals, and initials are similar to vowels in English while initials are similar to
consonants in English[2]. On the surface, Chinese phonetic alphabet and English phonetic symbols are exactly the same
in writing form, which means that Chinese phonetic alphabet provides great advantages in memory and writing. For
example, Chinese phonetic alphabet has b, p, m, f, d, t, g, l, h, while English consonants have/b/, /p/, /m/, /f/, /d/, /t/, /g/,
/1/, /h/. Therefore, in the spelling teaching of phonetic symbols, teachers can guide students to consciously combine
Chinese phonetic alphabet with phonetic symbols when writing phonetic symbols, so as to improve the efficiency of
memorizing phonetic symbols.
From the perspective of pronunciation, through comparative analysis, many initials in Chinese phonetic alphabet
are similar to the vowels in English phonetic symbols, but some English phonetic symbols are longer in pronunciation
and more exaggerated in mouth shape. In addition, many Chinese finials sound similar to English consonants, except
that English consonants have no endings, while Chinese finials have heavy endings. Therefore, in vowel teaching,
teachers can display Chinese initials which similar to vowel phonetic symbols, then give the general direction for vowel
phonetic symbols, and finally conduct detailed pronunciation teaching. At the same time, when teaching consonants, the
teacher can guide the students to learn the finials in their mother tongue, so that the correct pronunciation of English
consonants can be obtained by removing each final sound. For example, the phonetic symbol/b/can be obtained by deleting (o) from b (bo), and the phonetic symbol/p/can be obtained by deleting (o) from p (po). In addition, there are nasalized sounds in Chinese phonetic alphabet, such as m, n, and in English the phonetic symbols /m/, /n/ is the same as in
Chinese, both of which are bi-labial, with air flowing out through the nasal cavity. With the foundation of m and n in
Chinese, it is easy to make correct sounds with only a little distortion for /m/ and /n/. In the teaching of phonetic sym70 | Sha Li
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bols, the teacher can first wake up the students’ memory of Chinese phonetic alphabet, and show the relationship between it and phonetic symbols to them, leading to the general direction for phonetic symbols learning, and finally carry
out the elaboration to explain the pronunciation rules of each phonetic symbol. Through the guidance of Chinese phonetic alphabet, teaching efficiency can be greatly improved, and students’ confidence and interest in learning phonetic
symbols can be enhanced at the same time.
In addition, the Chinese spelling rules is also of great help to English phonetic spelling. In Chinese phonetic alphabet, initials and finals can be spelled together to form a Chinese character, while in English, consonants and vowels
are combined to form syllables, and several syllables are spelled together to form an English word. There are great similarities between the two. For example, the English word “box” is denoted by /boks/, in which b and x are consonants
and o is vowels. By using the spelling rules related with Chinese phonetic alphabet, we can read b and o together, and
the word “box” can be obtained. Therefore, in this aspect of teaching, teachers can guide students to associate English
phonetic spelling rules with Chinese phonetic spelling rules, which can ease the boring teaching of phonetic spelling,
make the classroom atmosphere become active, and enhance students’ interest in learning.
To sum up, it is advisable for using Chinese phonetic alphabet to assist the teaching of English phonetic symbols.
Therefore, in the future of teaching of English phonetic symbols, teachers should first affirm the promoting effect of
Chinese phonetic alphabet and make full use of effective resources to make use of students’ existing Chinese phonetic
foundation to assist English phonetic symbols learning. Secondly, it is necessary to cultivate students’ awareness of
Chinese phonetic symbols and English phonetic symbols. Teachers should think actively to help students to establish
the internal relationship between Chinese phonetic alphabet and English phonetic symbol, and use the positive transfer
of language to improve students’ learning efficiency of English phonetic symbol; Thirdly, teachers should correctly
guide students to form a complete phonetic system. To make students learn the phonetic symbol, the first teachers in
teaching should set up the correct phonetic teaching concept, and under the guidance of the theory knowledge, innovation teaching methods to help students establish the platform and the connection between the two languages, and excavate students’ potential. In short, there are differences and similarities between Chinese pronunciation and English pronunciation. For English learners, it is necessary to overcome the influence and interference and take advantage of the
positive factors of native language transfer, so as to make English pronunciation learning easier and better. At the same
time, teachers should make reasonable use of the relationship between mother tongue and English learning to help English learners improve their learning efficiency by using the positive transfer of mother tongue, so as to make the English
learning process simpler and more efficient.

4. Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement(S-R-R)
“Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement” is often seen as the basis of behaviorism. From the idea, through conditioned
reflexes, people can make connections between stimuli and responses. The inspiration of this view for language teaching is that children’s language acquisition is the appropriate response to the surrounding environment or adult’s words[3].
If the response is correct, adults will give the corresponding material or oral encouragement and reinforcement, thus
forming the language habit. This part will explain the enlightenment of the theory to English phonetics teaching from
the following aspects.
Firstly, practice makes perfect. In phonetics teaching, teachers must ask students to practice as children learn their
mother tongue. In this theory, practice is the main way for learners to make appropriate responses to “stimulus” and is
also an important way to master the target language. Only language practice can realize the “response” to the “stimulus”.
In phonics teaching, only through continuous practice of pronunciation can progress be made, and teachers can test students’ learning effect and master their learning situation through students’ output.
Secondly, imitation plays an important role in language learning. In the process of foreign language learning, imitation is often regarded as the basis for learners to make appropriate responses and the first step to form language habits.
In the teaching of phonetic symbols, teachers can provide students with relevant pronunciation videos. Of course, it
is best if teachers can do demonstrations in person. Students can get intuitive learning experience by imitating the proModern Management Forum
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nunciation and mouth shape of teachers or videos. At the same time, teachers can encourage students to watch more
English videos, such as TED or some movies, and guide students to choose their favorite British or American sounds,
and then imitate the pronunciation of characters in the movies, so as to improve their oral English and reduce the occurrences of Chinglish.
Thirdly, the principle of reward is very important in this theory. In the process of foreign language learning and
teaching, learners should be constantly encouraged and rewarded by teachers, and the forms of encouragement and reward are diversified, including oral encouragement and achievement reward. Timely and appropriate encouragement
and rewards are conducive to enhancing learners’ confidence in language learning and enhancing their interest in language learning. Therefore, in phonetics teaching, if students have correct pronunciation or make progress, teachers
should give them oral or achievement rewards in a timely manner, so as to enhance students’ confidence and strengthen
the teaching effect. However, it should be noted that rewards should not be too materialized. Material rewards are easy
to change students’ original learning intention and promote the formation of unhealthy and competitive atmosphere.
The above briefly introduces the main principles of this theory and its beneficial effects on foreign language
teaching. Admittedly, this theory also has its own shortcomings. For example, this theory overemphasizes the role of
external conditions on internal factors in language acquisition, and fails to fully explain the complex phenomena related
to children in the process of language acquisition. However, if the Stimulus-Response-Reinforcement theory is objectively analyzed from the perspective of foreign language teaching, it is still of practical significance, because it explores
the internal factors of foreign language learning and the correlation between teaching and learning, which is conducive
to teachers to guide their teaching practice.

5. Conclusion
Contrastive analysis theory has made an indelible contribution to foreign language teaching. It puts forward a set
of scientific contrastive analysis procedures, discovers a lot of special linguistic phenomena, enriches linguistic theory.
Based on the transfer and reinforcement theory in the contrastive analysis theory, this paper puts forward some suggestions for English phonetics teaching, hoping to provide some help for the reform and improvement of English phonetics
teaching in the future.
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Abstract: Bachman and Palmer constructed a framework based on their test task characteristics theory, and designed
five parts in the framework, which furnished the validity testing research with theoretical support. Based on their
framework, this paper’s research objects are the national versions of National Matriculation English Test (NMET) in
2020, as well as it tests the content validity of expected answers and text input of reading comprehension in the national
versions I, II, and III. The results show that the overall quality of reading comprehension of these three papers is high,
which meets the requirements of the curriculum standards and examination syllabus. However, there are shortcomings
in the length, difficulty, text types and reading skills evaluation. Therefore, the article length distribution should be more
reasonable, the article difficulty should be more moderate, the text types should be more diversified, and the assessment
of reading skills should be more comprehensive and balanced in the future, so as to further improve and perfect the
content validity of the reading comprehension of NMET.
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1. Introduction
The largest test in China is the national college entrance examination, because it is a high-stake and high-risk selection test, it has a profound significance on the society. The national college entrance examination is regarded as the
test which has the largest backwash effect in China. It has a strong influence on all aspects of basic education. Therefore,
the analysis of the validity of the contents of NMET can not only further improve the test, but also provide feedback to
teaching, thereby promoting learning by testing. Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing defines the validity as "the degree to which evidence and theory support the interpretation of scores"[1]. It is, put simply, the extent to
which the test has achieved expectations and purposes. Validity is an important and core indicator in language test. Also
pointed out that since it is validity that provides evidences for test scores’ interpretation and usage, it should be the most
significant aspect in a test. The validity is divided into three aspects, namely, internal validity, external validity and
structural validity, and among these three, content validity is considered to be the most vital validity in the internal validity. And the well-publicized definition of content validity is that “the adequacy of selected content samples or the
representativeness of the contents of a measurement tool (including materials, subjects, and topics)” [2].which means
that the selected materials and the tested skills must be representative, and the two should be within the specified range.
In 2020, there are 31 provinces (including autonomous regions and municipalities) in China that has adopted the
national version of NMET under the guidance of new curriculum standard. Among them, different provinces and reCopyright © 2021 Miao Li
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plied to 9 provinces including Fujian, Anhui, Hubei and Shanxi; National Version II (NV II) is mainly applicable to 10
provinces including Liaoning, Jilin, Heilongjiang and Chongqing; National Version III (NV III) is mainly applied to five
provinces including Yunnan, Guizhou area and some border areas such as Tibet. Reading is a very important language
skill that students must master. It builds a bridge for them to broaden their horizons and to learn about foreign cultures.
What’s more, one of the main purposes in language testing is to test test-takers’ reading skills, and also it accounts for a
high proportion in the NMET. Thus, it is necessary for us to test the content validity of it. In the existing researches,
some scholars have conducted diachronic research on the reading part of the national versions or specific provinces and
cities.[3] and other scholars have finished researches on the grammar filling and writing parts in the national versions [4].
In general, scholars have done less research on the national versions of NMET in 2020, especially for the reading comprehension. Therefore, this article will focus on testing the content validity of the reading comprehension based on the
existing researches, taking the national versions of NMET in 2020 as the research objects, and comparing the reading
comprehension of the national versions I, II, and III.

2. Theoretical Framework and Research Basis
2.1Theoretical Framework
In the late 1990s, Bachman and Palmer (1999) built a theoretical framework based on the test task characteristics,
which includes five parts: test environment, test instructions, text input, expected answers, the relationship between the
last two[5]. Bachman and Palmer’s framework offers theoretical supports for the researches on testing the content validity. For this paper, it formulated the analysis framework of reading comprehension of national versions of NMET in
2020 based on the Bachman and Palmer’s framework, and in the light of relevant requirements. Among them, the expected answers and text input are the focus of Bachman and Palmer when constructing the content of this framework.
For the expected answers, the reaction displayed by test-takers when dealing with questions and the output when answering the test questions are all expected answers, and the text input refers to the materials that test-takes’ need to handle and answer, which include the presented forms and language features. In view of the fact that this study is only an
analysis of the three sets of national versions of NMET in 2020, for each set of examination papers only has 4 reading
materials, and since the small number will limit the richness of the materials, therefore the text input of this study is
only from three aspects to do the analysis: the article length, the article difficulty and text types.
Table 1. Analysis Framework of reading comprehension of NMET in 2020

Text input

Items

Description

article length

single article length, total article length

article difficulty

readability

text types

narrative essays, argumentative essays, explanatory essays, practical essays
understand the main idea, grasp the specific information in the text, infer the

Expected answers

reading skills

meaning of words and phrases from the context, make judgments and inferences,
understand the basic structure of the article, understand the author's intentions,
opinions and attitudes

2.2 Research basis and objects
In January 2018, Chinese Ministry of Education promulgated the New Curriculum Standard (NCS). It has caused
profound influence on the national college entrance examination. And because of it, the national versions were also
called the national versions of new curriculum standard. Therefore, it is very necessary to test the NMT based on the
NCS. Subsequently, Chinese State Council issued a statement stating that relevant provinces and regions in the country
should make changes in the ways of educating people in high schools. Thus, the relevant areas and schools need to omit
the examination syllabus, speed up the reform process, and change the traditional education styles to comprehensively
perfect the ways of educating people in high schools in the new era. In this regard, this article takes the first section of
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reading comprehension of the national versions I, II, and III of NMET in 2020 which based on the new curriculum
standard as the research objects, and focuses on the content validity analysis of the reading comprehension. In the first
section of each version, there are four reading materials, represented by A-D, so there are 12 texts in all three sets of test
papers, and 45 test questions in total.

3. Research Results and Discussion
3.1Text Input
This paper will analyze and discuss the text input characteristics of the reading comprehension of the three sets of
NMET in 2020 from three aspects: article length, article difficulty, and text types.

3.1.1 Article length
According to the examination syllabus published by Chinese State Council, it brings forward clear requirements
for the reading comprehension of the national versions of NMET. About the article length, it suggests that the total
words of four reading materials in the first section should be more than 900 words. As shown in Table 2 below, the total
lengths of the four reading comprehension materials in National Versions I, II, and III are respectively 1162, 1204, and
1119, which all exceed the requirement of at least 900 words in the syllabus. In the test, we have to consider not only
the total length of the reading materials, but also the length of each piece of materials. According the syllabus, the words
of each reading material should not be less than 200, and try not to exceed 500 words. From table 2, we can see that the
length of each reading material meets the above numerical range, and the average length is also around 300 words.
Among them, the NV II has the longest average length, and the NV III is the shortest. For the length of a single reading
material, the article A in NV II and NV III are not the shortest articles in each four reading materials. It would be better
that the article length arranges from short to long and from easy to difficult, which will help to reduce the pressure on
test-takers. Therefore, the length of the article in the national versions can be further adjusted to make its distribution
more balanced to help prompt their performance.
Table 2. The length of the reading materials of NMET in 2020
A

B

C

D

Total length

Average length

NV I

221

297

311

333

1162

291

NV II

283

246

331

344

1204

301

NV III

247

248

320

304

1119

280

3.1.2 Article Difficulty
It is widely believed that the readability of the article consists of comprehension of the reading materials and the
difficulty to read. When selecting the reading materials for the English test paper, the readability of the article needs
to be considered, and test-designers should control the difficulty of the materials, and strive to test the test-takers’ actual
reading abilities in the maximal degree. Nowadays, the Flesh readability index has become the most authoritative reference in the academic field when conducting readability researches. There are seven levels in the Flesh readability index, the readability index is between 0-100. The indexes are related to the degree of difficulty. The high index means
that it is easy to read, and the low index means that the article is difficult.
Table 3. Reference table for Flesh readability index
Description

very hard

hard

a little hard

standard

a little easy

easy

very easy

Readability index

0-30

30-50

50-60

60-70

70-80

80-90

90-100

This paper also uses Flesh's readability to analyze the three sets of national versions of NMET in 2020. In general,
the readability indexes of the 3 sets of test papers are approximately between 50-60, which is in the range of "slightly
hard". The national college entrance examination is a selective examination, so it is reasonable for the readability value
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in this range. In all these three national versions, the NV I has the highest average readability index, while the lowest is
the NV II. Among the 12 reading comprehensions, most of the articles are close to or in the "a little hard" range, so the
difficulty of reading comprehensions of all three national versions is appropriate. It can be seen from Table 4 that the
article A in the NV II is in the “very hard” range, with a readability index of 19.5. This level is equivalent to the college
students’ reading levels in English-speaking countries. Thus, it may be a bit hard for Chinese students who take the
NMET. Therefore, the subsequent formulation of the proposition should consider reducing the difficulty. Secondly,
among the 12 reading materials in 3 sets of examination papers, the readability indexes of the article B in the NV I and
the article D in the NV II are between 70-80, which belongs to the “a little easy” range. For selective examinations,
reading materials of this range may be somewhat easy, and it should be considered increasing the difficulty appropriately. In summary, the overall Flesh readability of the NV III is more reasonable compared with other two national versions, which can better test the actual reading abilities of test-takers. In contrast, the physical readability indexes of the
reading comprehension of other two sets of national papers are relatively unreasonable, and need to be adjusted as soon
as possible.
Table 4. The Flesh readability indexes of reading materials of NMET in 2020
Flesh readability
A

B

C

D

Averages

Description

NV I

51.2

72.2

59.3

58.6

60.325

Standard

NV II

19.5

46.0

56.9

73.9

49.075

Hard

NV III

50.6

60.3

54.5

49.0

53.6

A little hard

3.1.3 Article Types
According to the relevant regulations in the NCS, the modal forms and stylistic expressions of a text are the criteria
for distinguishing its types. Among them, the stylistic expression forms of a text are mainly narrative essays, expository
essays, argumentative essays and practical essays. Oral and written forms are the two main modal forms of a text .
What’s more, clear requirements for the text content have been given in the examination syllabus, that is, the text content needs to be easy for test-takers to understand and read. Therefore, this research mainly conducts analysis from four
aspects of text types: narrative essay, argumentative essay, explanatory essay, and practical essay. From the table 5, we
can see that the four text types are all covered in the NVs I and II, but the argumentative essay is absent in the NV III.
Based on this, it is suggested that more consideration should be given to the diversification of text types in future propositions.
Table 5. The text types of reading materials of NMET in 2020
Narrative essay

Argumentative essay

Explanatory essay

Practical essay

NV I

1

1

1

1

NV II

1

1

1

1

NV III

1

0

2

1

3.2 Expected Answers
According to the main contents of the expected answers and under the clear requirements of the examination syllabus, test-takers not only need to know the basic structure, content, and main points of the article, but also need to understand the author's views, attitudes and intentions. To make it easier to collect statistics, the 6 skills are respectively
counted as skill 1, skill 2, skill 3, skill 4, skill 5, and skill 6. It can be seen from the table that in the three sets of NMET,
assessment of skill 2 accounts for 66.67% of the total skills assessments, which is the core of the 3 sets of papers. But
skill 3 is not involved in all three sets of papers. In terms of the frequency of assessing each skill, most skills are assessed only once in the NV I, apart from skill 2 and skill 5. In the NVs II and III, some skills were assessed twice, but
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neither of them assessed the skill of understanding the author's intentions, attitudes, and opinions. Generally speaking,
the examination of reading skills in the three sets of test papers is relatively comprehensive, but not balanced. Therefore,
the assessment of teat-takes’ reading skills should be more comprehensive and balanced in the future propositions.
Table 6. Expected answers of reading comprehension of NMET in 2020
Skill 1

Skill 2

Skill 3

Skill 4

Skill 5

Skill 6

NV I

1

11

1

1

0

1

NV II

2

10

2

1

0

0

NV III

2

10

1

2

0

0

4. Conclusion and Suggestions
By analyzing the content validity of reading comprehension of national versions of NMET in 2020, we can find
that the overall quality of these three sets of test papers is relatively high. The total number of words in reading materials is all more than 900 words, which meets the requirements of the examination syllabus. The overall readability of the
12 articles is appropriate, which can better test the test-takers’ actual reading abilities. The text types are diversified,
involving narrative essays, argumentative essays, explanatory essays and practical essays. The expected answers are
also comprehensive. However, the three sets of papers also have their own shortcomings. The readability index of the
NV II is relatively low, and the readability index of article A in NV II is too low, and the article A is located in the first
of all four reading materials, so if it is too hard, it may influence test-takers’ performance. In terms of text types, the
argumentative essay in NV III is absent, so it is relatively lacking in diversity. And in terms of reading skills, the NV I
mainly assesses the understanding of specific information topics in the text. The NVs II and III do not assess the author’s intentions, opinions and attitudes, and none of the three sets of papers assesses the basic structure of articles. In
the future proposition, the three sets of paper should learn from each other, so as to make the distribution of the article
length more reasonable, the difficulty of the article more appropriate, the text types more diversified, and the assessment
of reading skills more comprehensive and balanced, in order to improve and perfect the validity of reading comprehension.
The theoretical framework of this paper is based on Bachman and Palmer’s theoretical framework of test task
characteristics. And for this reason, this paper only analyzes the content validity of reading comprehension of national
versions in NMET from two aspects: text input and expected answer. Future research can be carried out from the perspective of the proposition techniques, for example, the selection and adaptation of reading materials, or how to set
questions for reading comprehension and how to make interference items.
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Abstract: With the rapid development of tourism, new needs are put forward for the cultivation of tourism talents. The
innovation and entrepreneurship education in local colleges and universities is the need for the survival and development of college students under the normal economic conditions, and it is also the requirement of the construction of
innovative country and the comprehensive innovation of higher education in our country. This paper analyzes the present situation of tourism management professionals in applied colleges and universities in order to improve the training
path of applied talents in tourism management majors in colleges and universities.
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1. Introduction
Although the training of management professionals in colleges and universities has formulated relevant plans and
has repeatedly emphasized the orientation of enterprise demand in the process, it can be seen from the results that the
problem of mismatch between supply and demand is still very significant. It is difficult to combine theory and practice
well, not to meet the changing market. Therefore, it is the key point to deal with the contradiction between tourism supply and tourism needs to establish a suitable orientation talent training purpose and to train the applied innovative entrepreneurial talents who can serve the regional economic development.

2. Construction of innovative entrepreneurship training path
2.1 Pointing out the training goal of entrepreneurial talents
According to the opinions on the reform and implementation of innovative entrepreneurial talents, the training objectives of entrepreneurial talents are as follows: cultivating innovative spirit and innovative thinking, cultivating innovative entrepreneurial consciousness, improving innovative entrepreneurial ability, and promoting the individualized
development of students and the improvement of comprehensive quality. Innovative entrepreneurship education should
not only cultivate students’ innovative entrepreneurial skills, but also include the cultivation of innovative spirit, innovative entrepreneurial thinking and so on. Therefore, innovative entrepreneurship education should change from attaching importance to knowledge dissemination to potential development, combine knowledge imparting with ideological
guidance, integrate theory teaching and skill training, and combine professional education with entrepreneurship education.

2.2. Entrepreneurship education
The training of entrepreneurial talents is manifested in the whole teaching process, and the following principles
should be followed in carrying out the work.

2.2.1 Classified teaching principles
First, for all students to carry out general and sow the seeds of innovation and entrepreneurship in the hearts of
students; second, combining different professional characteristics and industry development trends to guide students to
Carry out innovation and entrepreneurship education according to professional knowledge and skills, leading students to
Copyright © 2021 Baoshan Yang
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innovate, create and start a business according to knowledge and skills; third, for students with clear entrepreneurial
goals, set up entrepreneurial ability promotion classes, entrepreneurship management education and entrepreneurship
training, improve students’ entrepreneurial opportunities.

2.2.2 Integration principles
The advantage of college students’ independent entrepreneurship lies in their own professional knowledge and
practical skills, so they can add the concept and thought of entrepreneurship education to professional education. Firstly,
schools should take entrepreneurship education as the orientation and promote vocational education reform; secondly,
entrepreneurship courses of different disciplines should be set up according to discipline development and social needs
In addition, schools can carry out different types of entrepreneurship training, on the basis of professional teaching, expand the platform and space for the implementation of entrepreneurship education, and guide students to professional
entrepreneurship.

2.2.3 Practice guiding principles
First of all, the curriculum should be set up with distinctive innovation and entrepreneurship courses based on
world industrial technology revolution, regional economic development, industrial structure and the characteristics of
the school. Secondly, according to the process of enterprise establishment, the school deals with practical problems
from the perspective of college students who are engaged in Ampere innovation and entrepreneurship training courses.
On the basis of entrepreneurship association, the school can organize students to carry out various entrepreneurship activities, such as entrepreneurship design competition and entrepreneurship experience forum, aiming at establishing a
systematic learning practice for students[1].

3. Problems in the training of tourism talents in higher vocational colleges
3.1 Lack of high-quality personnel
From the analysis of the current tourism market, the shortage of high-quality talents is a widely existing problem in
various regions. At the same time, the problems of large turnover of personnel and high turnover rate need to be dealt
with, and the existing tourism management majors in higher vocational colleges cannot meet the needs of the current
market. What is needed in this era is comprehensive and professional talents, which requires students to master the theory of tourism service, service practice, management regulations, intelligent tourism technology and other knowledge.
At present, most of the tourism courses in higher vocational colleges are concentrated in the category of specialized
courses, such as tourism marketing, tourism practice knowledge and so on. If the talent training mode cannot catch up
with the needs of the times, it will inevitably make the students unable to find a job after graduation.

3.2 Talent innovation and entrepreneurship is not enough
In any industry, innovation is the eternal driving force, tourism industry is not excluded. Entering the era of intelligent tourism, we must keep up with innovation in order not to be eliminated. At present, the market needs comprehensive talents with innovative ability and entrepreneurial ability, but the training of tourism entrepreneurial talents lags
far behind the needs of the market, and professionals lack the ability of innovation and entrepreneurship. Although colleges and universities have invested a lot of energy in the cultivation of talents’ practical ability, the teaching content has
not kept pace with the times, and the students have few opportunities to participate in tourism entrepreneurship and
cannot achieve the established purpose. And in the current cultivation mode, although many higher vocational colleges
put talent innovation and entrepreneurship in your important position, the combination with entrepreneurial tourism
talent is very low[2].

3.3 Single teaching method
Tourism is a practical applied subject, which requires students to have strong knowledge processing and problem
handling ability. Students’ knowledge expansion ability is not excellent, which will directly lead to the lack of professional application ability. In the past, the theory teaching takes the teacher as the core, while inculcates the book
knowledge to the students, inevitably causing the loss of students’ enthusiasm. The student’s creativity is very difficult
to obtain the development. In the process of practical teaching, the teacher often uses his own operation demonstration,
and then lets the students group simulation. After several demonstrations, such a single exercise will make the students
tired and discount the effect of practical training. And with the development of network technology, students’ access to
information has been increasing. Now the post-90s and post-00 students need to teach teachers more and more. Many
teachers suggest that pictures and videos that used to attract students’ attention have gradually lost their appeal.

3.4 Curriculum design needs improvement
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Nowadays, there are two kinds of applied undergraduate colleges and universities in our country: one is the traditional ordinary undergraduate college; the other is the promotion of higher vocational college to undergraduate course.
The former emphasizes the system of knowledge structure in curriculum setting with less theoretical study and practical
courses, and students cannot master tourism service skills well; the latter is disturbed by teaching ideas and focuses on
practical links. Students are more likely to use corporate first-line service needs, but there is insufficient theoretical
knowledge and limited room for rise.

4. Training measures for entrepreneurial higher vocational tourism personnel
4.1 Improving the construction level of teachers
In the teaching team, we should implement the measures to go out and bring in. Full-time teachers are required to
“go out” at least once every five years while in school. They need to enter the enterprise, through in-depth training, to
understand the latest development of the industry and the latest technology of the enterprise, take the initiative to get
familiar with the professional personnel of the enterprise, and ensure the speed of updating their knowledge. For
high-level talents, flexible ways are used to introduce high-level disciplines and skilled personnel from industries and
other colleges and universities, to give play to their professional skills and to promote the development of teachers[3]. In
addition, we should set up a qualified teacher evaluation system, change the evaluation method of the previous scientific
research index, and turn to the scientific research system, avoid the university teachers only focusing on individual scientific research projects, and despise the classroom teaching work. Schools are suggested to use different post classification management and evaluation requirements to mobilize teachers’ enthusiasm. Finally, entrepreneurs and successful
entrepreneurs who love entrepreneurship education are hired to undertake entrepreneurship guidance teachers and entrepreneurship lectures.

4.2 Innovation and entrepreneurship optimization curriculum system
The training of entrepreneurial tourism talents should be guided by the needs of talents in the era of entrepreneurial
tourism. In addition to improving the traditional professional content, information courses should also be set up, including information technology, tourism professional content, network technology, so that they can master the technical
ability and master the software and hardware operation. At the same time, the curriculum should highlight the specialty
characteristics, strengthen the vocational quality education to provide a good environment for the cultivation of innovative entrepreneurial talents, and train students’ ability of information acquisition, interpersonal communication and cooperation. In addition, we should innovate the practical teaching mode and carry out regular activities such as “Intelligent Tourism skills training week” and “Tourism Market Research” to let them feel the change of tourism mode in the
tourism era. During the internship, let students contact tourists, practice skills in real positions, and bring themselves an
extra income[4].

4.3 Optimizing teaching methods and realizing individualized teaching
In the background of the Internet, the gap between the previous classroom teaching mode and the needs of students
is gradually widening, and it has become a new situation for teachers to use the combination of traditional classroom
and online classroom to carry out teaching activities. Teachers cannot only use micro-class, admiration class and other
ways to stimulate students’ exploration ability, but also can use QQ and other medias to communicate with students at
any time, answer students’ questions, and improve students’ interest in learning. Students can also acquire their own
interested knowledge from the network to achieve personalized teaching. And using the Internet, such as forums, some
students remove their own concerns, actively put forward opinions and suggestions to teachers, through anonymous
feedback from students, teachers can also be timely informed of the shortcomings of teaching, timely adjustment. It is
helpful for teachers and students to interact and improve teaching efficiency and teaching effect.

4.4 Integration Curriculum System
In recent years, the development of tourism, cross-border blending has gradually become the norm, such as tourism
education, tourism sports and so on. The curriculum design of tourism management major in colleges and universities is
no longer simply limited to the introduction of tourism, traditional subjects of tour guide practice, and the contents of
sports health exhibition planning and other content. In addition, for the short distance tourism market around the city,
users have obviously changed in the way of reservation, which has been transferred from the PC end to the mobile
phone, the mode of ordering offline experience with the mobile phone has become the mainstream, and the combination
of tourism online and offline will become a reality. Industry insiders found that the current tourism management professional curriculum, can add e-commerce. Some courses such as tourism management information system can be added to
some pure theoretical possibilities in order to keep up with the development of the industry.
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4.5 Deepen School-Enterprise Cooperation
Cooperation between schools and enterprises is the main way to cultivate applied and innovative talents in colleges
and universities. Many colleges and universities have established internal and external training bases, but many bases
are only superficial and do not play a real role. The cooperation between colleges and enterprises can realize the introduction of enterprise experts into the formulation of curriculum system. Only by joining the enterprises in the front line
of the industry, their customized curriculum system is the knowledge that students need to master most. And the entrepreneurs will join the classroom teaching, they have a valuable case of the industry, after continuous teaching can inform the students of the latest information, so that students understand their own defects, purposeful improvement of
their own skills. On the one hand, the school strengthens the cooperation with the practice base, so that the students can
not only master the professional knowledge in the school, but also stabilize the professional skills outside the school,
improve the vocational skills, and lay a good foundation for the graduating students. In addition, the school should use
its own human advantages to help enterprises deal with the difficulties in development and promote the sustainable and
stable development of enterprises. Therefore, the implementation of school-enterprise cooperation can not only improve
the accuracy of college talent cultivation, but also a win-lose thing.

4.6 Encourage students to engage in entrepreneurial activities
In educational activities, students are given the opportunity to participate in innovative entrepreneurial practice. In
the traditional tourism major teaching, although there are related contents but lack of systematic courses, all kinds of
entrepreneurial projects can only stay on the surface. In order to improve students’ entrepreneurial ability, we must take
it as the main task, establish a social activity platform, and enrich the practical form of entrepreneurship. In order to
achieve this goal, schools can encourage students to develop innovation and entrepreneurship independently, select
suitable projects according to the current needs of tourism development, and provide technical and financial support to
willing and capable students to build a better culture of innovation and entrepreneurship in schools. In addition, teachers
should pay attention to the cultivation of students’ awareness of innovation and entrepreneurship, start from the trend of
the tourism market, assist students to find suitable projects, and encourage students to participate in different entrepreneurial competitions. Through multiple educational channels, entrepreneurial talents will be cultivated with deep theoretical knowledge and skilled operational skills, and they provide talent support for the establishment and development
of intelligent tourism. Finally, the corresponding support platform has given for students’ entrepreneurial activities. In
the platform, students can obtain relevant information, watch micro-video, and communicate with teachers and students;
after class, students can participate in innovative entrepreneurship competitions; in the activities, teachers provide students with full assistance and guidance, understand the problems encountered by students in innovative entrepreneurship, comment on their entrepreneurial plans and ideas, and help massage to improve themselves.

5. The problems of cultivating entrepreneurial talents
5.1 Aims at entrepreneurship education
Schools should take the cultivation of enterprising talents with pioneering personality as the main purpose of
school teaching. In the establishment and development of entrepreneurial talents, we should grasp the needs of students’
comprehensive, coordinated and sustainable development, cultivate and improve entrepreneurship, entrepreneurial psychology, entrepreneurial ability and entrepreneurial knowledge, and run qualities through the whole process of learning
and education activities, as well as every link.

5.2 Establish reasonable and effective teaching mechanism
To realize the interaction of various teaching functions, we should publicize the concept and content of entrepreneurship in public basic courses and professional culture courses; whether it is an elective course or an academic report,
it should be related to the content of entrepreneurship education. Whether campus activities, or student community organization activities, should be based on the cultivation of students’ practical ability and innovation ability. Both school
service and management should be people-oriented, with all the principles serving students.

5.3 Implementing entrepreneurship training model
The establishment of curriculum system should be based on the trend of combination of knowledge structure and
science and culture. Therefore, it can be optimized from the following four points: first, increase the basic curriculum,
humanistic literacy and scientific literacy education, so that students can learn from the wide memory. Second, increase
the integration of literature and theory courses, so as to exercise students to use multi-disciplinary knowledge to deal
with difficult problems from different angles. Fourth, give special lectures on entrepreneurship education courses to
teach students entrepreneurial skills and knowledge, and exercise their management and management ability.

5.4 Changing the training methods of tourism management and promoting
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KQIE linkage training mode
Quality, knowledge and ability are the basic elements of becoming talents. These belong to transferable techniques,
which cannot be acquired only by teaching students in class. Only by formulating the first classroom professional
knowledge and the second classroom quality expansion activities can we realize. The third classroom focuses on cultivating students’ innovative and entrepreneurial ability. The school promotes the improvement of students’ project, the
school promotes the improvement of students’ actual innovation ability. The teacher enlightens the students’ innovative
ability through many times of paper transaction guidance. And the emergence of entrepreneurial platform, entrepreneurial center and incubator garden can enable students to experience the relationship between theory and practice in
advance, realizing the learning mode of theory guiding practice and practical verification. Through the promotion of
entrepreneurial ability, a bridge gradually established between theoretical knowledge and practical ability. It adds the
purpose and need of the second class and the third class to the formula. In the first classroom, classroom teaching is
carried out on the basis of the reform of the curriculum content of national tourism specialty. The carry out the linkage
of the third classroom, lets the first classroom teaching content into the second classroom needs. The establishment of
the first classroom system is aimed at the second classroom, satisfying the need of knowledge reserve, the targeted curriculum practice and cooperation, and strengthening of the development of experiments and other links.

6. Conclusion
The tourism management entrepreneurship talents trained in higher vocational colleges should be based on tourism
vocational post skills and knowledge, set up a scientific and reasonable evaluation system, evaluate and assess students’
entrepreneurial consciousness, entrepreneurial knowledge and entrepreneurial psychological quality development in
different stages, and cultivate themselves into a high-quality entrepreneur with career spirit and pioneering spirit.
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